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List of Abbreviations
Environmental Engineering Standards 2010

EES 2010

Environmental Engineering Standards 2018

ES 2018
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LTP
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NRPS

Resource Management Act 1991
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s32
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s42A
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Urban Growth Strategy
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Whangarei District Growth Model

WDGM

Whangarei District Council Operative District Plan

WDP

Whangarei District Growth Strategy, Sustainable Futures 30/50

30/50

Whangarei 20/20 Plus

20/20 Plus

Crime Prevention through Environmental Design

CPTED

Parking Management Strategy 2011

PMS

City Centre Development Plan

CCDP

National Environmental Standards

NES

National Policy Statements

NPS

NPS on Urban Development

NPS:UDC
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ONL

Outstanding Natural Feature
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Mean High Water Springs
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City Centre Zone
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Mixed Use Zone

MU

Commercial Zone

COM

Residential Zone

RES

Low Density Residential Zone

LDR

Medium Density Residential Zone

MDR

High Density Residential Zone

HDR

Light Industrial Zone

LI

Heavy Industrial Zone

HI

Waterfront Zone

WZ

Shopping Centre Zone

SCZ

Neighbourhood Commercial Zone

NC

Local Commercial Zone

LC

Urban Area

UA

Living 1 Environment

L1

Living 2 Environment

L2

Living 3 Environment

L3

Business 1 Environment

B1

Business 2 Environment

B2

Business 3 Environment

B3

Business 4 Environment

B4
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1.

Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the report
1.

This report is in relation to proposed changes to the Operative Whangarei District Plan (WDP) seeking
to review and update zoning of urban land (inside Whangarei City, the surrounding suburbs and the
Ruakaka urban area), as part of the WDP rolling review. The report has been prepared in accordance
with the requirements of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) and incorporates
an evaluation under section 32 (s32). S32 evaluations are iterative, and therefore the evaluation in this
report constitutes the initial evaluation, with further revision throughout the plan change process.

2.

For consistency of reporting the review and rezoning of urban land, a package of plan changes will run
consecutively. These consist of Plan Changes 88A – J (PC88A – J) (‘the Urban Plan Changes’). The
s32 evaluation report has been compiled together for all of these Urban Plan Changes. The report has
been structured into 11 parts:

3.

•

Part 1: Introduction, General Overview, Technical Matters

•

Part 2: PC88A City Centre Zone (CC)

•

Part 3: PC88B Mixed-use Zone (MU)

•

Part 4: PC88C Waterfront Zone (WFZ)

•

Part 5: PC88D Commercial Zone (COM)

•

Part 6: PC88E Local Commercial Zone (LC) and Neighbourhood Commercial Zone (NC)

•

Part 7: PC88F Shopping Centre Zone (SCZ)

•

Part 8: PC88G Light Industrial Zone (LI)

•

Part 9: PC88H Heavy Industrial Zone (HI)

•

Part 10: PC88I Living Zones

•

Part 11: PC88J Precincts

This part of the report, Part 1, provides background material to the Urban Plan Changes. It outlines the
statutory considerations relating to the preparation and consideration of plan changes generally, and
sets out the strategy and policy frameworks within which the Urban Plan Changes fit in the planning
hierarchy. It also provides an overview of the events and circumstances leading up to the promulgation
of the Urban Plan Changes, and the considerations made by Council through the process up until now.
This part of the report deals with the overarching approach to the Urban Plan Changes and performance
standards of a general nature which are common to all the Urban Plan Changes, or relate to the
approach or process followed by the Council in formulating them.

4.

Parts 2 – 11 of the report are separate s32 evaluations of the proposed zoning/precinct locations and
proposed provisions.
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5.

PC88A - J are part of a comprehensive package of plan changes encompassing area specific zoning
matters and district wide matters for Whangarei District. As a collective package the plan changes will
introduce new zone chapters, with objectives, policies and rules; new district wide chapters, with
objectives, polices and rules; changes to the Planning Maps; new definitions and consequential changes
to the WDP. PC88A - J have been drafted to be consistent with the overall approach and format of the
plan change package. The proposed plan changes are listed below and a s32 report has been prepared
for each plan change to evaluate the matters relevant to that topic.
Proposed zoning plan changes
•

Plan Change 88 – Urban Plan Changes Technical Introduction

•

Plan Change 88A – City Centre Zone (PC88A)

•

Plan Change 88B – Mixed-use Zone (PC88B)

•

Plan Change 88C – Waterfront Zone (PC88C)

•

Plan Change 88D – Commercial Zone (PC88D)

•

Plan Change 88E – Local Commercial Zone and Neighbourhood Commercial Zone (PC88E)

•

Plan Change 88F – Shopping Centre Zone (PC88F)

•

Plan Change 88G – Light Industrial Zone (PC88G)

•

Plan Change 88H – Heavy Industrial Zone (PC88H)

•

Plan Change 88I – Living Zones (PC88I)

•

Plan Change 88J – Precincts (PC88J)

•

Plan Change 115 – Green Space Zones (PC115)

•

Plan Change 143 – Airport Zone (PC143)

•

Plan Change 144 – Port Zone (PC144)

•

Plan Change 145 – Hospital Zone (PC145)

Proposed district wide plan changes
•

Plan Change 148 – Strategic Direction and Subdivision (PC148)

•

Plan Change 109 – Transport (PC109)

•

Plan Change 136 – Three Waters Management (PC136)

•

Plan Change 147 – Earthworks (PC147)

•

Plan Change 82A – Signs (PC82A)
4

•

Plan Change 82B – Lighting (PC82B)

1.2 Description of the Urban Plan Changes
6.

The proposed plan changes introduce the following zones/precincts:
•

PC88A City Centre Zone – PC88A seeks to replace portions of the existing Business 1
Environment with the City Centre Zone (CC).

•

PC88B Mixed-use Zone – PC88B seeks to introduce a new zone into the WDP to replace portions
of the existing Business and Living Environments adjacent to the City Centre with the Mixed-use
Zone (MU).

•

PC88C Waterfront Zone – PC88C seeks to replace and extend the existing Town Basin
Environment with the Waterfront Zone (WZ).

•

PC88D Commercial Zone – PC88D seeks to introduce a new zone into the WDP to replace
portions of the existing Business and Living Environments in proximity to the City Centre with the
Commercial Zone (COM).

•

PC88E Local Commercial Zone and Neighbourhood Commercial Zone – PC88E seeks to
introduce two new zones into the WDP to replace areas of the existing Business 3 and 2
Environments, Kamo Activity Precinct and Living Environments throughout the Urban Area (UA)
with the Local Commercial Zone (LC) and the Neighbourhood Commercial Zone (NC).

•

PC88F Shopping Centre Zone – PC88F seeks to introduce a new zone into the WDP to replace
portions of the existing Business and Open Space Environments where there are established
large format shopping centres with the Shopping Centre Zone (SCZ).

•

PC88G Light Industrial Zone – PC88G seeks to introduce a new zone into the WDP to replace
portions of the existing Business Environments outside of the central city with the Light Industrial
Zone (LI).

•

PC88H Heavy Industrial Zone – PC88H seeks to introduce a new zone into the WDP to replace
portions of the existing Business Environments with the Heavy Industrial Zone (HI).

•

PC88I Living Zones – PC88I seeks to replace the existing Living Environments and the Kamo
Medium Density Living and Low Density Living Precincts in the UA with the Residential Zone
(RES), the Medium-density Residential Zone (MDR) and the High-density Residential Zone
(HDR). PC88I also seeks to replace the existing Urban Transition Environment with the Lowdensity Residential Zone (LDR).

•

PC88J Precincts – PC88J seeks to introduce three new precincts to replace the operative Port
Nikau Environment and Scheduled Activity 13 in the WDP and to provide for certain activities
within the Hīhīaua Peninsula.
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7.

Collectively the above zones are referred to as the ‘Urban Zones’. Each proposed plan change proposes
new zone/precinct chapters with objectives, policies and rules for the zones/precincts. The plan changes
also propose changes to the WDP maps to denote the zones/precincts.

2.

Statutory Considerations

8.

The WDP sits within a layered policy framework, which incorporates the RMA, National Policy
Statements, National Environmental Standards, Iwi Management Plans, the Regional Policy Statement,
Regional Plans, Structure Plans and Long Term Plans. Each of these policy documents and plans has
been considered in accordance with the RMA. The relevant policy documents were taken into
consideration when preparing the Urban Plan Changes are discussed below.

2.1 The Resource Management Act 1991
9.

The RMA provides the statutory framework for the sustainable management of natural and physical
resources. The RMA defines sustainable management as:
‘managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical resources in a way, or at a rate,
which enables people and communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural well being and for
their health and safety’

10.

Under the RMA it is mandatory for a territorial authority to prepare a district plan, which manages land
use and development within its territorial boundaries. The RMA requires district plans, and thereby
changes to district plans whether private or Council initiated to meet the purpose and principles of the
RMA. Consideration has been given to the extent to which the Urban Plan Changes achieve the purpose
and principles of Part 2 of the RMA.

11.

The statutory context for the preparation and evaluation of plan changes under the RMA is summarised
as follows:
Section 31 - One of the functions of the Council is to review the WDP to achieve integrated management of
the effects of the use, development, or protection of land and associated natural and physical resources of
the district.
Section 74 - Matters that the plan change must “accord with” and “have regard to” are s et out in this section.
Section 75 - Higher order plans that the plan changes must “give effect to” are set out in this section.
Section 32 - The manner in which an evaluation of a plan change must be carried out is set out in this
section.

12.

S79 of the RMA sets Councils the requirement to review district plans. Councils must complete a review
of all district plan provisions within any 10 year time period. The WDP became operative on 3 May
2007, after eight years of formulation. The data that the WDP was based upon are therefore over ten
years old. Monitoring of the WDP has identified areas of inconsistency and ineffectiveness.

13.

S79 of the RMA provides the opportunity for Councils to undertake rolling reviews of district plan
provisions. Using this opportunity to improve the integrity of the WDP, a rolling review process has been
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implemented. To remedy some of the missing links between WDP sections, a new structure has been
adopted. The WDP structure will evolve and the chapter format will be adjusted t hrough the rolling
review to be more consistent with the manner in which the provisions are applied in practice
(assessment of activities and resource consent applications and enforcement of rules).

14.

The rolling review provides an opportunity to include further objectives and policies on a zone by zone
basis. A policy heavy approach to the WDP has been introduced. The new structure provides
opportunity for policy at a district wide, geographical, locality or neighbourhood context. The scope and
degree of specification in the objectives and policies will be proportional to the level of context and
relevance to ensure objectives and policies at each level do not overlap or contradict each other.

2.2 National Policy
National Policy Statements
15.

Section 55 of the RMA requires local authorities to recognise National Policy Statements (NPS) and
Section 75 requires local authorities to give effect to them in their plans. There are currently five National
Policy Statements:

16.

•

National Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity

•

New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement

•

National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management

•

National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation

•

National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission

The NPS on Urban Development Capacity (NPS:UDC) directs local authorities to provide sufficient
development capacity for housing and business growth to meet demand. Therefore, the implications of
the NPS:UDC are fundamental to the proposed Urban Plan Changes.

17.

Under the NPS:UDC, development capacity refers to the amount of development allowed by zoning and
regulations in plans that is supported by infrastructure. Sufficient development capacity is necessary for
urban land and development markets to function efficiently in order to meet community needs. In wellfunctioning markets, the supply of land, housing and business space matches demand at efficient (more
affordable) prices. This development can be “outwards” (on greenfield sites) and/or “upwards” (by
intensifying existing urban environments). The WDP promotes both approaches, but generally provides
more emphasis on greenfield development. Council’s strategic planning approaches encourage a
reconfiguration of this approach, to promote greater opportunity for urban intensification.

18.

The requirements of the NPS:UDC vary depending on whether a Council is defined as High Growth,
Medium Growth or Low Growth. The Whangarei District is defined as High Growth by the NPS:UDC.
MRCagney has prepared an assessment of housing and business land development capacity for
Whangarei District Council (Attachment 1). The report has been prepared to help Council meet the
requirements of the NPS:UDC and to inform Council’s activities to plan for future growth. Demand and
capacity in the UA is further discussed in section 5 below. In summary, it is considered that the Urban
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Plan Changes give effect to the NPS:UDC as sufficient plan enabled and feasible capacity for residential
and business activities will be provided for in the UA over the life of the District Plan.

19.

With regard to the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS), urban areas and urban land uses
of the Whangarei District extend into the coastal environment (e.g. the Oil Refinery) and there is potential
for urban activities to be occurring in the coastal environment, and so it is necessary to consider the
NZCPS.

20.

The purpose of the NZCPS is to state policies regarding the management of natural and physical
resources in the coastal environment, to achieve the purpose of the RMA in relation to the coastal
environment of New Zealand. Local authorities are required by the RMA to give effect to the NZCPS
through their plans and policy statements.

21.

The NZCPS emphasises ‘appropriate’ use of the coastal environment. Objectives focus on, for example,
the protection of natural character, management of the coastal environment from inappropriate
subdivision, use and development. NZCPS Objective 6 recognises the need to enable people and
communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural wellbeing and their health and safety,
through subdivision, use and development of the coastal environment. The following policies also have
relevance to commercial and industrial land use:
•

Policy 6 recognises that urban areas should be consolidated within the Coastal Environment, and
that some activities have a functional need to locate in the CMA.

•

Policy 9 recognises a safe and efficient port network.

22.

It is considered that the proposed Urban Plan Changes give effect to the NZCPS.

23.

The NPSs for Freshwater Management, Renewable Electricity Generation and Electricity Transmission
do not specifically relate to the Urban Plan Changes.
National Environmental Standards

24.

National Environmental Standards are regulations issued under the RMA. They prescribe technical
standards, methods and other requirements for environmental matters. Local and regional councils
must enforce these standards (or if the standards allow, councils can enforce stricter standards). In this
way, National Environmental Standards ensure that consistent minimum standards are maintained
throughout all of New Zealand’s regions and districts. The following standards are in force as
regulations:
•

National Environmental Standards for Air Quality

•

National Environmental Standards for Sources of Drinking Water

•

National Environmental Standards for Telecommunication Facilities

•

National Environmental Standards for Electricity Transmission Activities
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•

National Environmental Standards for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect
Human Health

•

25.

National Environmental Standards for Plantation Forestry

The Urban Plan Changes have taken into account these standards to ensure consistency.
National Planning Standards

26.

The draft National Planning Standards (the draft Standards) were released in June 2018 for public
consultation and are scheduled to be gazetted in April 2019. The purpose of the National Planning
Standards is to improve consistency in plan and policy statement structure, format and content. The
Standards were introduced as part of the 2017 amendments to the RMA. Their development is enabled
by sections 58B–58J of the RMA. They support implementation of other national direction such as
national policy statements and help people to comply with the procedural principles of the RMA.

27.

The draft Standards set requirements for different elements of plans including structure and form, e-plan
functionality, definitions, zones, mapping symbology and noise and vibration metric standards.

28.

The Urban Plan Changes take the Standards into account and are considered to be consistent with the
draft version of the Standards. The new zones have been selected from the standardised suite of zoning
options provided for in the Standards. Two additional special purpose zones (Waterfront Zone and
Shopping Centre Zone) and two precincts (Port Nikau and Refinery) have been provided for in
accordance with the Standards. The proposed chapters, provisions and mapping have been formatted
to be consistent with the draft Standards.

29.

It is intended that following the gazettal of the National Planning Standards subsequent plan changes
may be required to amend the WDP, and the proposed plan changes to ensure consistency.

2.3 Iwi and Hapu Management Plans
30.

According to s74(2A) of the RMA, Council must take into account any relevant planning document
recognised by an iwi authority and lodged with the territorial authority, to the extent that its content has
a bearing on the resource management issues of the district. At present, there are five such documents:
Te Iwi O Ngatiwai Environmental Policy Document (2007), Patuharakeke Te Iwi Trust Board
Environmental Plan (2014), Ngati Hine Iwi Environmental Management Plan (2008), Ngati Hau Hapu
Environmental Management Plan (2016) and Te Uriroroi Hapu Environmental Management Plan and
Whatatiri Environmental Plan.

31.

Each management plan is comprehensive and covers a range of issues of importance to the respective
iwi. The management plans contain statements of identity and whakapapa and identify the rohe over
which mana whenua (and mana moana) are held. The cultural and spiritual values associated with the
role of kaitiaki over resources within their rohe are articulated. The Urban Plan Changes have taken
into account those matters of relevance to urban subdivision and land use.

32.

Many of the identified issues, objectives, policies and methods relating to commercial and industrial
development concern air and water quality. These are mainly the responsibility of Northland Regional
9

Council. However, the management of stormwater is a district council function and is addressed in the
Urban Plan Changes through impervious surface controls.

33.

Of particular significance to the Urban Plan Changes are the following provisions:
Ngati Hine Iwi Environmental Management Plan (2008)
28. Urban Design
4.

Te Runanga o Ngati Hine supports low impact urban design and innovative solutions which
improve the quality of our urban centres.

5.

Te Runanga o Ngati Hine believes that urban centres should be designed around people and not
cars.

Patuharakeke Te Iwi Trust Board Environmental Plan (2014)
4.2.3 Policies
c)
PBT support the reduction of emissions as a response to climate change, including but not
limited to:
i.
34.

Urban planning to reduce transport emissions.

In addition to the above provisions, the Patuharakeke plan states that large industrial land uses such as
NZ Refining, Northport and Carter Holt Harvey LVL plant are established on land which was illegally
taken from Patuharakeke and is subject to a Waitangi Tribunal claim. The Patuharakeke plan states that
these industrial activities have had an adverse impact on the mauri and cultural health of Whangarei
Terenga Paraoa and cultural landscapes and seascapes, and seeks that these are not further
compromised (9.6.1, 9.6.2, 9.6.3, 9.6.4). Further discussion of the Patuharakeke plan is provided in the
s32 Report for Plan Change 144 – Port Zone.

35.

The management plans also identify the need to ensure adequate infrastructure is in place before
development occurs and that the true costs of this infrastructure are borne by those profiting from the
development. These issues are dealt with in WDC’s Long Term Plan and the infrastructure planning that
feeds into it. Ultimately WDC’s Development Contributions Policy 2015 is the tool to ensure the
developer pays for the relevant infrastructure costs of the development.

36.

The Urban Plan Changes have taken into account these management plans to the extent that their
content has a bearing on the UA.

2.4 Regional policy
2.4.1
37.

Regional Policy Statement for Northland 2016 (NRPS)
The policies and methods contained in the NRPS contain guidance for territorial authorities for plan
making. Section 1.6 provides a statement of responsibilities between regional and district councils. The
NRPS has a more economic focus than the previous NRPS and also provides more guidance as to what
should be included in district plans to manage land use and development. Objective 3.5 of the RPS
states:
Northland’s natural and physical resources are sustainably managed in a way that is attractive for business
and investment that will improve the economic wellbeing of Northland and its communities.
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38.

It is considered that this objective is key to the Urban Plan Changes as they seek to enable and provide
for appropriate economic growth and activity within Whangarei’s UA.

39.

The sections below asses the Urban Plan Changes against relevant policies of the NRPS. Several
recent plan changes such as Plan Change 124 (Built Heritage), Plan Change 87 (Coastal Area) and
Plan Change 114 (Landscapes) have already addressed several provisions of the NRPS. Several
proposed Plan Changes such as Plan Change 109 (Transport) and Plan Change 136 (Three Waters)
will address other remaining matters covered by the NRPS.
Land, Water and Common Resources (Part 4)

40.

Part 4 of the NRPS focuses upon integrated catchment management, improving overall water quality,
water quantity management, maintaining and enhancing indigenous ecosystems and species,
identifying and managing effects to the coastal environment, natural character, outstanding landscapes
and features and historic heritage resources, and efficient use of coastal water space. Table 1 provides
a summary of the relevance of Part 4 of the NRPS to the Urban Plan Changes.
TABLE 1: EVALUATION OF PART 4 OF THE NRPS
NRPS Policy
4.2.1 Improving overall
w ater quality

4.6.1 Managing effects on
the characteristics and
qualities natural character,
natural features and
landscapes: outside the
coastal environment avoid
significant adverse effects
and avoid remedy or
mitigate other adverse
effects on the
characteristics and
qualities
4.7.1 Promote active
management. Plan
provisions recognise and
promote the positive
effects of activities (listed)
that contribute to active
management

NRPS Method
4.2.2(2) manage effects of
subdivision and development,
requiring esplanade strips,
promoting vegetated riparian
buffers, consider the adoption of
low impact urban design
techniques.
4.6.3 Amend the DP to the extent
necessary to include objectives,
policies and methods (and rules
w here necessary) to give effect to
Policy 4.6.2.

Relevance
• The Urban Plan Changes do not include
any changes to the WDP in relation to
esplanade reserves. Existing WDP
requirements to provide esplanade
reserves and strips are consistent w ith
the RMA.
•

•

4.7.4 Include objectives, policies
and methods to promote activities
identified in policy 4.7.1

•

The Urban Plan Changes seek to
introduce provisions relating to minimum
building setbacks from w aterbodies, and
subdivision must provide esplanade
reserves consistent w ith the Resource
Area requirements and the RMA.
Plan Change 87 w as recently made
operative and implements provisions to
manage the Coastal Area, some of w hich
is located w ithin the UA.

The Urban Plan Changes recognise and
promote positive effects.

Regional Form and Infrastructure (Part 5)
41.

Part 5 of the NRPS focuses on regional form, effective and efficient infrastructure, regionally significant
infrastructure and renewable energy. Table 2 provides a summary of the relevance of Part 5 of the
NRPS to the Urban Plan Changes.
TABLE 2: EVALUATION OF PART 5 OF THE NRPS
NRPS Policy
5.1.1 Planned and
coordinated development
w hich, (a) is guided by the
Regional Form and

NRPS Method
5.1.5 Give effect to Policy 5.1
w hen developing objectives,
policies and methods for plan
changes.

Relevance
• The Urban Plan Changes take into
consideration those matters listed in the
RFDG w hen identifying suitable locations
for rezoning.
11

Development Guidelines
(RFDG)…; (b) is guided by
the Regional Urban
Design Guidelines
(RUDG)..; (c) recognises
and addresses potential
adverse cumulative
effects…; (d) is integrated
w ith the development,
funding, implementation
and operation of transport,
energy, w ater,
w astew ater...; (e) should
not result in incompatible
land uses…; (f) do not
materially reduce the
potential for soils-based
primary production on land
w ith highly versatile
soils…; (g) maintains or
enhances the sense of
place and character...; (h)
is or w ill be serviced by
necessary infrastructure.

•
Require consultation w ith relevant
infrastructure providers and
ow ners of regionally significant
infrastructure/minerals

•

•

•

•
•

5.1.2 Enable development
that: (a) consolidates
urban development w ithin
or adjacent to existing
coastal settlements…, (b)
ensures sufficient
development setbacks…,
(c) takes into account
values of adjoining land
and established
activities…, (d) ensures
adequate infrastructure...

•

5.1.3 Avoid the adverse
effects, including reverse
sensitivity effects, of new
subdivision, use and
development, on (b)
commercial and industrial
activities…, (c)
…regionally significant
infrastructure…, (d)
regionally significant
mineral resources
5.2.1 Encourage
development and activities
to efficiently use resources
5.2.2 Encourage the
development of
infrastructure that is

•

•
•

•

5.2.4 Ensure in plan change that
w eight is given to (a) the extent to
w hich infrastructure can be
operated, maintained and
upgraded efficiently w ith minimal
adverse effects

•

It is considered that the Urban Plan
Changes introduce provisions sufficient
to implement the RUDG.
The Urban Plan Changes seek to rezone
land to give effect to the direction set by
the Whangarei District Grow th Strategy,
Sustainable Futures 30/50 (30/50). Asset
management of all infrastructures is
planned w ithin Asset Management Plans
for a 30 year timeframe; these plans
incorporate grow th projections consistent
w ith 30/50. Therefore, the Urban Plan
Changes give effect to 5.1.1(d) and (h).
The Urban Plan Changes have taken a
targeted approach to rezoning limiting
the potential for spraw ling residential
subdivision and commercial and
industrial activities beyond the UA to give
effect 5.1.1(c).
The Urban Plan Changes seek to
introduce greater reverse sensitivity
controls including the introduction of
separation distances betw een
incompatible land uses to give effect to
5.1.1(e).
The Urban Plan Changes have been
established to give effect to 5.1.1(f) by
limiting spraw l into productive rural land.
The Urban Plan Changes propose
provisions to protect character and
manage adverse effects to give effect to
5.1.1(g).
The Urban Plan Changes have been
established to give effect to 5.1.2(a) by
limiting spraw l along the coast.
The Urban Plan Changes provide
setbacks from Mean High Water Springs
giving effect to 5.1.2(b).
The Urban Plan Changes have been
established to give effect to 5.1.2(c)
through the zoning criteria and
provisions, w hich includes assessment of
adjoining and established activities.
The Urban Plan Changes seek to rezone
land to give effect to the direction set by
30/50. Asset management of all
infrastructures is planned w ithin Asset
Management Plans for a 30 year
timeframe; these plans incorporate
grow th projections consistent w ith 30/50.
Therefore, the Urban Plan Changes
gives effect to 5.1.2(d).
The Urban Plan Changes propose
controls on residential development to
limit reverse sensitivity and trigger
consent requirements.

The Urban Plan Changes do not directly
propose any new infrastructure but do
propose to consolidate development
w ithin Whangarei’s UA and limit
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flexible, resilient and
adaptable
5.2.3 Promote the
provision of infrastructure
as a mean to shape
economic grow th and
development
5.3.1 Recognise regionally
significant infrastructure
identified in Appendix 3.
5.3.2 Particular regard to
benefits of regionally
significant infrastructure.
5.3.3 Managing adverse
effects arising from
regionally significant
infrastructure.
5.4.1 Recognising and
providing for the benefits
of renew able electricity
generation activities and
supporting the sustainable
use and development of...
5.4.2 Encourage and
provide for community and
small scale renew able
electricity generation

•

5.3.4 Include provisions to
implement; reduce constraints on
the operation, maintenance and
upgrading of regionally significant
infrastructure.

•

5.4.3 Include objectives, policies
and methods to achieve (1)(a) –
(h) and (2) - (4).

•

•

spraw ling development to efficiently and
effectively utilise existing infrastructure.
The proposed zoning has considered the
capacities of existing infrastructure to
ensure development can be serviced.

Regionally significant infrastructure is
provided for through land use and
subdivision rules in the Urban Plan
Changes.
Site specific zones/precincts have been
proposed to recognise regionally
significant infrastructure.

Renew able Energy is a district w ide topic
scheduled in the WDP rolling review for
future plan changes.

Efficient and Effective Planning (Part 6)
42.

Part 6 of the NRPS focuses on providing efficient and effective statutory and non-statutory plans and
strategies. Table 3 provides a summary of the relevance of Part 6 of the NRPS to the Urban Plan
Changes.
TABLE 3: EVALUATION OF PART 6 OF THE NRPS
NRPS Policy
6.1.1 District plans shall
(a) only contain efficient
and effective regulation (b)
be consistent (c) be simple
(d) support good
management practices (e)
minimise compliance costs
(f) enable activities that
comply w ith the NRPS (g)
focus on effects and
suitable performance
standards

NRPS Method
6.1.4 When review ing plans
district councils shall (a) give
effect to Policy 6.1.1 (b)
streamline regulation

Relevance
• The Urban Plan Changes propose to
replace the operative Living and
Business Environments in the UA and
provide a much clearer policy direction
w ithin each zone. This w ill provide more
clarity to plan users as to w hat the
anticipated outcomes are in particular
areas.
• The WDP rolling review has updated the
format of the district plan to consolidate
provisions in district w ide and resource
area chapters. This removes duplicated
provisions and streamlines the
provisions.
• As stated in the s32 evaluations of Parts
2 – 11 consideration has been given to
the costs and benefits of the proposed
provisions to ensure that they are
appropriate and necessary.
• The plan changes have been drafted to
be consistent w ith the draft Standards
w hich aim to simplify and streamline
RMA plans and policies.

Natural Hazards (Part 7)

43.

Part 7 of the NRPS focuses on development in hazard-prone areas and general risk reduction. Table 4
provides a summary of the relevance of Part 7 of the NRPS to the Urban Plan Changes.
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TABLE 4: EVALUATION OF PART 7 OF THE NRPS
NRPS Policy
7.1.1 Subdivision, use and
development of land w ill
be managed to minimise
risks form natural hazards
by…(b) minimising any
increase in vulnerability
7.1.6 Climate Change and
development

NRPS Method
7.1.7 (2) District Plans shall
provide provisions to give effect to
Policy 7.1.1… (6) Asses natural
hazard risks w hen zoning new
areas.

Relevance
• The Urban Plan Changes have used
available hazard mapping as criteria
w hen considering rezoning proposals,
including shifting the City Centre Zone to
less flood susceptible areas and not
enabling higher density residential
development in identified hazard areas.

Tangata Whenua (Part 8)
44.

Part 8 of the NRPS focuses on participation in decision-making, plans, consents and monitoring, iwi and
hapu management plans, and Maori land and returned Treaty settlement assets. Table 5 provides a
summary of the relevance of Part 8 of the NRPS to the Urban Plan Changes.
TABLE 5: EVALUATION OF PART 8 OF THE NRPS
NRPS Policy
8.1.1 Tangata w henua
participation
8.1.2 The regional and
district council statutory
responsibilities
8.1.3 Use of Mātauranga
Māori
8.1.4 Māori concepts,
values and practices

2.4.2
45.

NRPS Method
8.1.5 Engage w ith iw i authorities
at the earliest possible stage.

Relevance
• Draft plan changes have been circulated
to iw i and hapu for initial feedback and
comment as part of pre-notification. The
draft plan changes have been presented
to Council/iw i and hapu w orking groups
Te Karearea and Te Huinga.

Regional Plans
There are a number of Regional Plans for Northland that have been developed under the RMA. These
include the Regional Water and Soil Plan, Air Quality Plan and the Coastal Plan. The Regional Coastal
Plan implements policies from the NZCPS, including the provision for port facilities at Whangarei Port
and Northport. Having reviewed each document and taking into account all of the provisions it is
considered that the proposed objectives for the Urban Plan Changes are consistent with the Regional
Plans.

46.

The Proposed Regional Plan (PRP) combines the operative Regional Plans into one combined plan. It
is considered that the proposed objectives for the Urban Plan Changes are consistent with the PRP.

2.5 District policy
Operative Whangarei District Plan 2007 (WDP)
47.

The preparation of the first Whangarei District Plan under the RMA commenced in 1993. Council initially
commenced preparation of the new Plan in territorial sections – with an Urban section for the Whangarei
City area, Rural and Coastal sections for the County area, and a Hikurangi section – reflecting the
Transitional County and City plan structures. A District Plan Review Committee was established to be
responsible for the preparation of the Plan. In 1995 the initial approach was revised and one Plan
covering the whole district was commenced. The Review Committee held a series of workshops and
formal meetings over the next six years to formulate the Proposed District Plan (PDP). Various sections
and revisions of the PDP were adopted as it advanced through the subsequent stages of Plan
development. Various reports were commissioned to address significant issues identified for the PDP.
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48.

The draft PDP was released for public comment on 12 December 1997. The draft PDP was then revised
by the District Plan Review Committee, based upon decisions made on public comments received and
additional policy development work by staff, adding and deleting sections where neces sary. The PDP
was approved by Council for notification on 13 September 1998. The PDP became Operative as the
WDP on 3 May 2007 following the submission, hearing, and appeal processes.

49.

On 1 October 2009 the Resource Management Amendment Act introduced changes to s79 of the RMA,
which prescribes the review requirements for district plans. Council must now ensure that each
provision of a district plan has been reviewed within any 10 year time period. In response to this
requirement the Council adopted a ‘rolling review’ approach. To implement this decision Council
undertook Plan Change 106, which amended the introduction to the WDP to set out an explanation of
the rolling review process, future district plan structure, and set expectations of future Counci l and
private plan change applications.

50.

Monitoring of the WDP has identified a need to clarify some processes, and update objectives, policies
and methods. As part of the rolling review procedure, provisions will be moved towards a stronger
effects-based plan with a policy driven approach. A new district plan structure and layout has been
introduced to simplify the use of the WDP by mimicking the logic and flow of a typical planning
application, moving from high-level policy to low-level detail, methods and requirements.

51.

In August 2012 Council completed the 5 year efficiency and effectiveness review of the WDP which has
informed the consideration of alternatives in the Urban Plan Changes.

52.

A number of plan changes have been proposed as a part of the rolling review of the WDP. The Urban
Plan Changes have been drafted to be consistent and compatible with these plan changes. However,
any amendments to the plan changes above resulting from submissions, decisions or appeals may need
to be considered. Consequential changes may be required to ensure the interface between the Urban
Plan Changes and the plan changes above remain appropriate.

53.

The National Planning Standards also have an impact on the integration of the Urban Plan Changes
with the WDP. The draft Standards provide a structure for district plans as well as chapter layouts, zone
names, mapping conventions, etc. The Urban Plan changes have been drafted to be consistent with the
draft Standards.
Whangarei District Growth Strategy – Sustainable Futures 30/50 2010 (30/50)

54.

The Whangarei District experienced significant growth over the period 2001 to 2008. Future growth for
the district is projected to continue and in some parts of the district, particularly in the Marsden
Point/Ruakaka area, has the potential to be substantial. This growth presents both challenges and
opportunities to the district and its communities, individuals and families, businesses and governing
bodies.

55.

To manage the projected growth sustainably, Council has formulated 30/50 as a long term Sub-regional
Growth Strategy. 30/50 identified economic drivers of development, assess ed future growth potential,
determined existing and potential land use patterns, and assessed and planned for infrastructural
requirements for the district over a 30-50 year time frame.
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56.

The environmental, social and cultural constraints on, and the consequences of, the anticipated
development has been identified and assessed. This research and analysis enables a long term,
integrated, strategic planning programme to be developed, based upon sustainability principles, which
will assist the sustainable development of the district over the next 50 years.

57.

30/50 was adopted by Council 22 September 2010. Following the completion of 30/50, there has been
an extensive implementation phase together with an on-going review of the Strategy itself. 30/50
identified a preferred future development path that was chosen around which further analysis can be
undertaken. Future Three represents a managed, consolidated development pat h based upon a
structured five tier settlement pattern. This hierarchical arrangement is as follows:
•

Whangarei City as the primary district and regional urban centre with a strong, protected
and enduring CBD;

•

A satellite town at Marsden Point/Ruakaka which complements (but does not compete
with) Whangarei City;

•

Five urban villages within greater Whangarei;

•

One rural (Hikurangi) and two coastal growth nodes at Parua Bay and Waipu; and

•

Two rural villages along with eight coastal villages located along t he coastline from Waipu
Cove in the south to Oakura in the north.

58.

The 30/50 Implementation Plan 2013 specifies actions to be implemented within the WDP to achieve
the strategic direction of 30/50. These actions are given priority timing. The Urban Plan Changes seek
to implement only the relevant actions within the 10 year life of the WDP. Of particular relevance to the
Urban Plan Changes is Action 4.7:
Strengthen provisions in the District Plan to ensure that activities locate in the appropriate zones, in
particular, industrial and commercial activities locate in Business Environments and do not incrementally
creep into existing Residential Environments

59.

Another key action identified in 30/50 for each of the Urban Villages (Kamo, Tikipunga, Maunu, Otaika,
Onerahi) and the Satellite Town (Marsden/Ruakaka) is to make changes to the WDP to implement the
existing structure plans in a staged and orderly manner. This action requires the Urban Plan Changes
to assess the proposed zonings in existing structure plans, and consider the appropriate new zonings.

60.

A tracking review of 30/50 was received by Council in April 2016. The tracking review examined how
and when the Strategy and Implementation Plan have been monitored and the effectiveness after the
first five years of implementation. The review concluded that the majority of the District is tracking along
the projections proposed in 2010.

61.

The Urban Plan Changes seek to provide for growth and development in and around Whangarei City
and Ruakaka, where capacity is needed and infrastructure is available, consistent with the consolidation
pattern of 30/50. Recognising the outcomes of 30/50, the Urban Plan Changes promote a strong and
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consolidated City Centre and place a strong emphasis upon sense of place, and place-making in the
Urban Area.

62.

At present Whangarei has a limited weekend and night time economy. 30/50 recognises opportunities
for increased socially-inclusive leisure and evening/late night/weekend uses such as cafes, restaurants,
bars, entertainment places, music venues and street markets in central Whangarei and the Town Basin.
30/50 also identifies revitalisation of the City Centre and associated business areas as the most pressing
issue. As part of revitalising the area, emphasis is placed on improving pedestrian connectivity within
the UA, and particularly between the City Centre and Town Basin. The Urban Plan Changes seek to
achieve these outcomes.
Whangarei District Council Long Term Plan 2018 – 2028 (LTP)

63.

The Local Government Act 2002 (LGA) requires every council to produce a Long Term Plan every three
years. The LTP outlines Council’s activities and priorities for the next ten years, providing a long-term
focus for decision-making. It also explains how work will be scheduled and funded. The LTP was
adopted by Council in June 2018 and covers the period 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2028.

64.

Key to Council activities is the provision of infrastructure. Because development and settlement patterns
have effects on both the timing and costing of core infrastructure, the LTP, the Infrastructure Strategy
and the supporting Asset Management Plans (AMPs) have been developed with regard to 30/50.

65.

The Urban Plan Changes seek to achieve consolidation of growth and development in and around the
UA consistent with the direction of 30/50. The development capacity created by the Urban Plan
Changes has been structured to remain within the ability of infrastructure to provide appropriate services
in accordance with the LTP and AMPs.

66.

It is considered that the Urban Plan Changes are consistent with, and support the outcomes identified
in the LTP.
Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy 2003 (UGS)

67.

Preceding 30/50 was the UGS (adopted October 2003), which provides a medium term (20 year) vision
for the future urban areas of Whangarei. It identified issues associated with existing urban areas and
associated future growth, and provided means of addressing these issues so that the vision may be
achieved. The UGS is a vital tool for better understanding the needs and constraints for development
in the urban areas of Whangarei over the next 20 years.

68.

The demographic, economic and social indicators for the Whangarei District raise important issues in
regard to how the city should grow to best provide for the diverse needs of the district’s population. The
future capacity of residential and business land is an important gauge as to the ability of the city to grow
and to allow business to locate in Whangarei and expand. The UGS examines the future capacity of
these existing areas as well as exploring the potential for development in other areas. Implementation
of the UGS relied on various changes to Council documents, both statutory (e.g. the WDP), and nonstatutory (e.g. asset management plans). Preparation of Structure Plans for particular areas was
identified as a priority.
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69.

The UGS divides urban area of Whangarei City into the following 11 distinct areas that were known as
“Structure Plan Study Areas” each of which was to have its own detailed study for planning purposes:
•

City Centre

•

City Port

•

Morningside, Avenues and Riverside

•

Kensington, Mairtown, Otangarei and Regent

•

Portland

•

Otaika, Raumanga and Toe Toe

•

Maunu and Hora Hora

•

Tikipunga, Glenbervie and Vinegar Hill Road

•

Onerahi, Sherwood Rise, Awaroa Creek and Parihaka

•

Kamo, Three Mile Bush, Whau Valley and Springs Flat
•

70.

Hikurangi

In several of these study areas public meetings were held with local residents and interest groups to
discuss specific planning proposals. These proposals were developed into Urban Structure Plans which
were subsequently adopted as official Council policy documents on 11 February 2009. The Urban
Structure Plans have a medium term planning horizon (20 years) and their implementation depends on
their subsequent incorporation into statutory planning documents such as the District Plan and the LTP.

71.

As part of preparing the Urban Plan Changes, the Urban Structure Plans have been evaluated and
considered in the development of the proposed zones/precincts and their provisions . These are covered
in more detail in Parts 2 – 11 of the s32 evaluation of each proposed zone/precinct.

72.

The growth philosophy supported in the UGS is characterised by a ‘CBD’ with a strong centre and
periphery which provides for the majority of business commerce and retailing for the District, with
suburban nodes that provide for some important local services and businesses. The fragmentation of
the city was highlighted early on in consultation on the UGS as a primary issue. It was considered that
if the city was consolidated the economic viability and vitality of the City Centre would improve.

73.

Having reviewed the UGS and the key issues identified within the UGS, it is considered that the Urban
Plan Changes are consistent with the vision of the UGS.
WDC Parking Management Strategy 2011 (Parking Strategy)

74.

The Parking Strategy shifts the focus of the District’s current parking requirements away from the ‘predict
and provide’ method to a market-determined structure coupled with better management of existing
parking resources. A crucial recommendation of the Parking Strategy that is integral to this new
philosophy is to remove minimum parking requirements from the WDP to allow greater flexibility for
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redevelopment. This issue has primarily been addressed in Plan Change 109 (Transport); however, the
Urban Plan Changes support this by promoting a shift towards lower car dependency in the UA.
20/20 Plus Whangarei CBD Development Guide 2006 (20/20 Plus)

75.

20/20 Plus is a City Centre development plan, founded on a ‘precinct approach’. The guide was adopted
by Council on 5 July 2006 as a guideline document for the development of the CBD and provides a coordinated approach for the larger CBD area.

76.

20/20 Plus creates a conceptual framework based on a series of six pedestrian scale character
precincts, each with at least one catalyst project site for development. The six precincts proposed within
the Whangarei City area include Forum North/Gateway, City Core, Town Basin, Waiarohia District,
Marine Village and Railside/Okara Harbourside. Figure 5 below details the high level 20/20 Plus land
use master plan:

Figure 1: 20/20 Plus Concept Framework Master Plan
77.

Since adoption there has been a more recent Whangarei City Centre Plan developed (discussed below),
which reviews the medium to long term plan for the city area. However, having reviewed 20/20 Plus it is
considered that the Urban Plan Changes are consistent with the overall vision of 20/20 Plus.
Whangarei City Centre Plan 2017 (WCCP)

78.

The WCCP was adopted by Council in December 2017 and aims to inform future land use planning
through the District Plan. It identifies future projects and outlines where more detailed design thinking is
required. The WCCP presents a common vision for the City Centre over the next 30 years.
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79.

The WCCP is structured around key outcomes and identifies transformational moves which are the
fundamental changes that assist in delivering the key outcomes. The key outcomes and transformational
moves are supported through a design-led process using the knowledge of the business community and
building owners, as well as expertise from Council. The key outcomes and transformation moves
include:
Key Outcomes over the next 30 Years
•

Experience – The City Centre will be busy and vibrant with a range of retail, entertainment, arts
and cultural facilities that offer a unique and authentic experience.

•

Connectivity – The City Centre will be easily accessible and safe and well connected to
surrounding district centres.

•

Living – The City Centre will be a vibrant community with a choice of homes, services and
amenities to meet resident's changing needs.

•

Employment and Education – The City Centre will be dynamic and innovative which will attract
success through job creation, knowledge and economic transactions.

•

Design – The City Centre will be renowned for its exciting, unique and well-designed buildings
and spaces for work and relaxation.

Transformational Moves
•

City Core – Develop an experience focused and pedestrian friendly city core.

•

Movement Network – Create a balanced movement network for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles
along Walton Street, Cameron Street and Dent Street.

•

Strategic Sites – Identify strategic development sites to be catalysts for change.

•

Inner City Living – Enable inner city living to create a vibrant urban community.

•

Quality Design – Ensure quality design is delivered across all our public spaces and private
development.

•

Waterfront – Maximise the use of our waterfront as a key destination and focus for redevelopment.

•

Entranceways – Create attractive entranceways at key locations to promote the city centre and
its identity.

80.

The WCCP and the Urban Plan Changes have been developed concurrently and collaboratively to
ensure consistency. The Urban Plan Changes have a shorter time frame than the WCCP and as such
seek to make incremental progress towards achieving the long-term outcomes sought under the WCCP
while at the same time ensuring that the overall vision is not compromised. It is considered that the
proposed Urban Plan Changes are consistent with the WCCP.
Whangarei 20/20 Momentum 2016 (20/20 Momentum)
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81.

20/20 Momentum brings together a number of projects from the LTP, private projects and possible future
projects. The document outlines ‘big picture’ projects and developments in the Whangarei city area
which have either been completed, are planned, or are conceived as being critical to the future success
of Whangarei.

82.

Many of the proposed initiatives and projects are largely driven by mechanisms beyond the District Plan
and RMA processes, though several completed and planned projects are relevant to the Urban Plan
Changes, such as the Bank Street Revitalisation, the Civic Centre, the Arts, Culture and
Conference/Expo Precinct, Cameron and James Street, Central City Car Park, the Transit Centre
Gateway, and Park Hill Hotel.

83.

It is important that the Urban Plan Changes acknowledge and provide for the completed and planned
projects under 20/20 Momentum. Having reviewed 20/20 Momentum, it is considered that the Urban
Plan Changes are consistent with the proposed initiatives.
Weekend and Night Time Economy Strategy 2014 (WNTES)

84.

Adopted in 2014, the WNTES was created to address issues with the vitality of the City Centre outside
of normal business hours. The Strategy provides the following recommendations relevant to the Urban
Plan Changes regarding future development that will ensure that the City remains vibrant in the evening
and on weekends:
•

When undertaking planning initiative for Whangarei City ensure that effects on, and requirements
of, the weekend and night time economy are taken into account.

•

When identifying mixed use and/or residential intensification areas in Whangarei City, take into
account effects on, and requirements of, the weekend and night time economy.

•

Improve connections between the entertainment and recreational precincts, particularly the
Forum North/Cafler Gardens Arts, Culture and Civic Precinct, Central Business District Retail and
Entertainment Precinct, and Town Basin Arts, Culture, Heritage and Recreational Precinct.

•

Improve public safety and public perception of safety through improved lighting and CPTED
initiatives.

85.

It is considered that proposed Urban Plan Changes have had regard to the WNTES and are consistent
with the above recommendations.
Whangarei Urban Design Strategy 2011 (UDS)

86.

The UDS was adopted in March 2011 and provides strategic direction for the design and development
of the UA in a manner that will contribute to the sustainable future and success of the whole District. It
is anticipated the UDS will assist development to address the urban design needs of Whangarei,
including the City Centre by promoting urban development that is compact, connected, dist inctive,
diverse, attractive, appropriate, sustainable and safe. The UDS identified the formulation of urban design
guidelines as a high priority.
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87.

The Urban Plan Changes propose managing built form through several provisions in accordance with
the UDS. As a separate process form the Urban Plan Changes, Council is drafting urban design
guidelines which will operate as a standalone document providing support from an urban design
perspective for developers.
Blue/Green Network Strategy 2016 (BGN)

88.

The BGN was adopted by Council in August 2016 and aims to create an attractive and environmentally
sustainable urban environment that also addresses threats from flooding and future climate change.
The four main themes of the BGN are:

89.

•

Enhancing and connecting our communities

•

Enhancing ecosystem services and ecological connectivity

•

Providing opportunities for economic development

•

Protecting our communities from natural hazards

The BGN identifies three main waterways as primary corridors providing the greatest opportunity for
recreational and commuter pathways and economic development. They are the Hatea River, Raumanga
Stream and Waiarohia Stream. Work around minor waterways will focus on creating ecological corridors
that support biodiversity and increase public amenity throughout the city. Cross city connections will link
suburbs located away from waterways with greenspace, schools and other facilities.

90.

Implementing the BGN will reduce the problems caused by flooding, enhance and help to restore
ecological corridors and stream edges, improve water quality, increase “sense of place”, and connect
people and places together. It will also seek to respect and provide acknowledgement of Māori cultural
and spiritual values and may also lead to economic development and an increase in tourism
opportunities.

91.

Having reviewed the BGN, it is considered that the Urban Plan Changes are consistent with the
outcomes sought.
Hīhīaua Precinct Plan 2015 (HPP)

92.

The HPP was adopted by Council on 8 April 2015 and outlines Council's direction to manage growth
and development in the Hihiaua Peninsula area for the next 20-30 years. The Hīhīaua Peninsula has
previously been recognised by Council as suitable residential and mixed use development. The HPP is
intended to assist with the efficient delivery of key infrastructure, land use planning and community
services for the area. The HPP will also provide a framework for introducing residential and mixed use
activities in the area.

93.

The Hīhīaua Peninsula is bounded by two waterways, the Hātea River and Waiarohia Stream, and
Reyburn Street. At present the Precinct is predominantly light industrial in nature, but was selected for
redevelopment to accommodate some of Whangarei's growth and transform the area into an attractive
residential/mixed use area as:
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•

It is located close to the City Centre, and within walking distance to employment, amenities and
services.

94.

•

The area has been identified as a strategic location for residential/mixed use development.

•

It is a large consolidated area of land in local government ownership.

•

Changes in land use are already occurring as there are several residential units on the Peninsula.

•

The area is adjacent to Whangarei's waterways and high amenity areas.

•

Potential high impact catalyst projects may be located in the vicinity, e.g. Hīhīaua Cultural Centre.

The Urban Plan Changes have taken into consideration the outcomes identified in the HPP and seek to
assist implementation of the HPP.
Upper North Island Industrial Land Demand 2015 (UNIILD)

95.

The UNIILD report was prepared by Business and Economic Research Limited for the Upper North
Island Strategic Alliance (UNISA) in February 2015. It looks at the trends that determine industrial land
needs and the key factors that influence industry decisions on where they locate. Part of the report is a
Northland case study determining current supply of industrial land and likely future demand.

96.

The report notes that land use planning has significant impacts on the location and uptake of land for
industrial activities with the following key points:
•

Land use planning is the most significant regulatory and policy influence affecting the supply and uptake of
industrial land for industrial purposes.

•

In situations where growth pressures are absent, permissive zoning of land for industrial purpose s can be
an advantage, providing flexibility for developers and firms.

•

However, where growth pressures exist the widely observed effect of permissive zoning is that other types
of land use emerge in areas intended for industrial activity. Industrial activity is crowded out as land values
respond to the higher value opportunities afforded by retail and commercial development, making industrial
developments uneconomic and reducing the effective supply of industrial land. It is important to recognise
that in many cases this increase in land value (pricing effect) is likely to be significantly higher and much
more influential in promoting unintended patterns of development than regulatory costs.

•

Regulatory costs matter the most where zoning is permissive, as additional costs on top of higher land prices
make industrial land uses less economic

•

The use of more precise zoning would protect and support the more efficient uptake of industrial land within
the UNISA area.

97.

Using results of an industry survey, the report compares the different requirements, such as site area,
employee numbers, and building coverage, of industrial land uses. For example, it concludes that heavy
industry requires large site areas, a small number of employees per hectare, large buildings, a low
percentage of site coverage and an adequate separation distance from non-industrial areas. This
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information is helpful for determining zoning and relevant zone provisions to address potential adverse
effects without unduly constraining industry.

98.

The report notes that:
At a broad level, key factors that influence where an industry/business locates include:

99.

•

Land use zoning

•

Market, including suppliers and customers

•

Transport infrastructure, especially roads

•

A skilled workforce

•

Telecommunications.

The Northland case study notes that the Whangarei District has the largest amount of heavy and noxious
industrial land in Northland. This land is situated in four Statistics NZ census area units: Springs Flat,
Whangarei Central, Marsden Point, and Port Limeburners. Whangarei District also has the largest area
of vacant industrial land in Northland. This land is at Marsden-Ruakaka (468 hectares), WaiotiraSpringfield (198 hectares), and Port Limeburners (101 hectares). The report notes that a large part of
this vacant land is 300 hectares at Marsden Point that was set aside in the 1960s for strategic
development, such as the relocation of a major facility that becomes commercially unviable in Auckland
due to high land prices. Further the report states:
…that the continuing existence of 300 hectares of vacant land in this area does not indicate an over investment in infrastructure for industrial land, but instead keeps this land available to attract a significant
activity to Northland in the future (page 60).

100. Two scenarios for future industrial land demand in Whangarei District are modelled in the report. The
first (Business as Usual) estimates an oversupply of industrial land by 2031 of 268 hectares. The second
(Growth) estimates that no more (or less) industrial land is required by 2031. This report has been
considered in the preparation of the Urban Plan Changes to ensure that a sufficient supply of industrial
land is provided. As discussed in section 5 below, it is considered that the proposed Urban Plan Changes
provide sufficient industry capacity over the life of the district plan.

3.

Consultation

101. Prior to the notification of the Urban Plan Changes, consultation regarding the development of
Whangarei’s UA has been undertaken with the implementation of 30/50, the UGS, 20/20 Momentum
and the WCCP. This consultation has informed the resource management issues in the UA and the plan
change options to address these issues.

102. The draft Urban Plan Changes were advertised to all plan holders, practitioners and iwi contacts, as well
as being publicly available for pre-notification feedback, from June 2018 through August 2018. Feedback
was received in the form of written comments, individual meetings, public meetings and hui with hapu
representatives.
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103. A consultation website was also developed for the Urban Plan Changes which included an interactive
map with draft mapping and an online survey with targeted questions. Throughout the consultation
phase, additional questions were posted on Council’s Facebook page to promote further discussion and
engagement.

104. There were 673 comments/forms received in total between survey responses , formal feedback and
Facebook comments.

105. Some of the key changes made in response to consultation include:
•

Reduced building heights in the City Centre Zone as the public expressed a strong interest in
retaining sunlight access in the City Centre.

•

Site specific or activity specific amendments in response to specific comments.

•

Up-zoning some areas of proposed Residential Zone to Medium-density Residential Zone.

•

Amendments to the scale of industrial activities provided for in the Light Industrial and Heavy
Industrial Zones.

•

Amendments to the LC to provide for community activities.

•

Amendments to clarify the difference between suburban centres and groups of shops, and an
improved separation between LC and NC.

•

Minor corrections and clarifications.

106. The draft Urban Plan Changes were presented and work-shopped with Te Karearea and Te Huinga,
Council’s iwi and hapu leaders’ committees.
107. Feedback was summarised and presented back to the Council’s Planning Committee to inform the plan
change drafting. Following this, two additional Council briefing meeting were held to discuss the draft
plan changes. Some of the key changes made in response to these meetings include:
•

Amendments to the policies of the Shopping Centre Zone relating to noise and traffic during day
time hours.

4.

•

Inclusion of ecological values in the policies and objectives of the Waterfront Zone.

•

Reduction of the permitted building height for the Waterfront Zone.

Approach to the new District Plan Structure

4.1 Objective and policy hierarchy
108. The WDP objectives and policies are separated into chapters organised around resource management
issues. The objectives and policies do not have a hierarchy order in terms of importance or
implementation. The WDP lacks guidance on ‘outcomes’ at a local level and lacks description to provide
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sufficient delineation between Environments (zones). The new WDP structure, implemented through
PC106, was devised to provide for a hierarchy of objectives and policies.

109. The new structure provides opportunity for policy at a district wide, geographical, locality or
neighbourhood context. The scope and degree of specification in the objectives and policies will be
proportional to the level of context and relevance to ensure objectives and policies at each level do not
overlap or contradict each other.

110. The structure of the proposed Urban Plan Changes has also been influenced by the draft National
Planning Standards. The proposed chapters and provisions are considered to be consistent with the
format and structure prescribed in the draft National Planning Standards. In some instances, chapters
have been created as ‘placeholders’ and are intended to be relocated into a different chapter that is
more consistent with the draft National Planning Standards. This will be done as part of a future plan
change and is a symptom of the rolling review.

4.2 Hybrid approach to ‘Activities’ and ‘Effects’ based district plan
111. The WDP takes a very clear approach to planning on an effects basis. It provides very limited listing of
activities, instead providing limitations to activities based upon control of potential effects. As a
consequence of moving towards a prescriptive policy driven approach in the district plan, the need to
use more descriptions of specific activities has resulted. The Urban Plan Changes therefore propose a
shift towards a more activity based approach while also retaining key effects based rules. This matter is
discussed in more detail in section 6 below and in Parts 2 – 11 of this s32 Report.

5.

Approach to the Proposed Rezoning of the Urban Area

112. The zones within the UA work in an interconnected manner and must be balanced with one another to
provide for a comprehensive and appropriate zoning pattern across the UA. Therefore, the
appropriateness of one zone and its provisions must be considered within the context of the suite of
proposed zones. For example, the appropriateness of prohibiting landfill activities in the City Centre
Zone cannot be assessed in a vacuum as it depends on another zone providing capacity for landfill
activities. Similarly, the appropriateness of requiring consent for general retail in the Light Industrial Zone
must be supported by the objectives of the City Centre Zone to encourage and consolidate general retail
in the City Centre Zone.
113. The zoning proposed in PC88A - J was developed through the following stages:
•

Stage 1 – Consideration of high level zones and zoning patterns to be consistent with higher order
policies and strategic direction, and with a focus on addressing the key resource management
issues within each zone/area. The individual resource management issues for each zone/area
are discussed in more detail in Parts 2 – 11 of this report. The issues considered during Stage 1
mainly focused on planning/effects based issues rather than capacity, which was considered
under Stage 3.
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•

Stage 2 – Implementation of the National Planning Standards. The draft Standards were released
after Stage 1 was completed, and subsequent changes to the zones and zone names proposed
under PC88A – J were required to ensure consistency.

•

Stage 3 – Revision of zone provisions to ensure sufficient plan enabled and feasible capacity is
provided for business and residential development to meet projected demand over the life of the
district plan in accordance with the NPS:UDC. A detailed assessment was undertaken to consider
the capacity provided through an early draft version of PC88 – see Attachment 1. Changes were
made to the draft provisions to address any capacity issues while also ensuring the planning
principals under Stage 1 were not compromised.

114. Stages 1 – 2 are discussed in the relevant sections of Parts 2 – 11 of this s32 Report for each zone.
Stage 3 assessments for residential and business capacity assessments are discussed below.
Residential
115. The analysis of residential capacity assessed the ‘plan-enabled capacity’ and the ‘feasible capacity’.
The plan-enabled capacity assessment factored in the zone mapping and the most relevant plan
provisions for development (e.g. minimum site size, maximum residential unit density, maximum building
heights and impervious surface limits). The feasible capac ity assessment refined the plan-enabled
capacity based on which areas had sufficient servicing to be developed and what would be feasible in
today’s market conditions (i.e. taking into account both house sales prices and the costs of
development). The results include greenfield, infill and redevelopment capacity and are shown in Table
5 below:
TABLE 5: SUFFICIENCY OF HOUSING CAPACITY TO MEET DEMAND BASED ON DRAFT VERSION
Tim e period
Projected dw elling grow th
Grow th + NPS m argin
Plan-enabled capacity
Feasible capacity
Sufficient to m eet dem and?

Short term (2018-21)
Medium term (2021-28)
Dem and
1,750
5,370
2,100
6,440
Proposed District Plan
29,520
13,050
Yes
Yes

Long term (2028-48)
11,120
13,050

Yes

116. The housing model adopted a conservative approach in calculating capacity and did not include the
following factors:
•

Residential development that may occur within the Port Nikau Environment (or the Port Nikau
Precinct).

•

Residential development within the newly operative Rural (Urban Expansion) Environment that
may connect to reticulated three waters networks (this would increase the density from 1 principal
residential unit per hectare to 1 principal residential unit per 500m 2 net site area).

•

Capacity enabled within the newly operative Rural Production and Rural Living Environments.
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117. As shown in Table 5 above, the initial assessment of residential capacity projected that sufficient
capacity was provided in the draft zoning and provisions. Therefore, changes were not required at Stage
3 to provide more capacity.
Business
118. The assessment of business capacity compared projected business sector demand to the plan-enabled
capacity within each proposed zone. Within some proposed zones there are very few permitted activities
and it is reasonable to expect that restricted discretionary or discretionary activities may establish within
the zone. This was addressed by testing the following two scenarios for what might be enabled in each
zone:
•

A “Permitted only” scenario, which assumes that activities are plan-enabled only if they have a
permitted activity status

•

A “Permitted and discretionary” scenario, which assumes that activities are plan-enabled if they
have permitted, restricted discretionary, or discretionary activity status, and if there is a policy
direction that is generally enabling of the activity. This results in more capacity for some activities,
assuming that case-by-case assessments through resource consents enables opportunities for
these activities.

119. The model used a linear programming method to ensure that land was not over-allocated in zones where
multiple competing activities are permitted. The results are shown in Table 6 below.
TABLE 6: SUFFICIENCY OF BUSINESS CAPACITY TO MEET DEMAND BASED ON DRAFT VERSION
Tim e period

Short term (2018-21)
Medium term (by 2028)
Long term (by 2048)
Land dem and by sector (in hectares, including NPS-UDC m argins)
Industry
55.6
121.0
209.5
Retail and personal services
0.9
15.8
32.4
Office based activities
0.6
2.4
4.3
Health,
education,
and
2.7
6.9
11.6
community services
Total dem and
59.8
146.1
257.8
Proposed District Plan
Total
vacant
plan-enabled
540.2
capacity (hectares)
Sufficient to m eet dem and in
Yes
Yes
Yes
the aggregate?
Sufficiency by sector
Yes
No
No

120. Similar to the housing model, the business model adopted a conservative approach in calculating
capacity and did not include the following factors:
•

Capacity enabled in the Port Nikau and Marsden Primary Centre Environments.

•

Capacity available in the newly operative Strategic Rural Industries Environment and the Rural
Village Commercial and Industry Sub-Environments.

•

Commercial development which may occur within Residential Zones by way of resource consent
(e.g. visitor accommodation and ancillary activities).
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•

Capacity provided through potential redevelopment opportunities.

•

Latent capacity in existing vacant buildings within Business Environments (or zones).

121. The business model projected that the draft zoning and provisions would result in shortfalls over the
medium term for the following business sectors:
TABLE 7: MEDIUM TERM BUSINESS SECTOR SHORTFALLS IDENTIFIED IN DRAFT
PROVISIONS
Business Sector
Sm all scale trade retail
Medium scale grocery stores
Large scale grocery stores
Departm ent stores
Visitor accom m odation
Health, education and
com m unity services

Shortfall under the Perm itted
Only Scenario
2.82ha
0.78ha
0.52ha
0.24ha
2.31ha

Shortfall under the Perm itted
and Discretionary Scenario
1.89ha
Nil
0.04ha
Nil
2.36ha

7.27ha

6.05ha

122. To address these deficiencies the following changes were made to the draft provisions at Stage 3:
•

Some sites that had been proposed as a Residential Zone were amended to Local Commercial
or Neighbourhood Commercial Zone.

•

The Hospital Zone was created and included in the model to provide additional capacity for health
care type commercial services.

•

Amendments to the Light Industrial (LI) and Heavy industrial (HI) Zone provisions to prioritise
noxious and heavy industrial activities to be allocated to the HI rather than the LI.

•

Providing for department stores, smaller-scale trade retail and larger grocery stores in the City
Centre Zone as a discretionary activity.

•

Providing for smaller-scale trade retail as permitted and larger-scale trade retail as discretionary
in the Mixed-use Zone.

•

Providing for health, education and community services as permitted in the Mixed-use Zone.

•

Removing the GFA threshold for grocery stores in the Commercial Zone.

•

Removing the GFA threshold for trade retail activities in the Light Industrial Zone.

•

Providing for grocery stores as a discretionary activity in the Light Industrial Zone.

•

Providing for a discretionary tier of office-based activities in the Light Industrial Zone.

•

Amending industrial activities from discretionary to non-complying in the Local Commercial Zone.

•

Providing for visitor accommodation as a discretionary activity , and for health, education and
community services as permitted, in the Neighbourhood Commercial Zone.

123. After making the above changes, the draft provisions were re-tested with the business model. Table 8
shows the business capacity based on the second draft version of PC88.
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TABLE 8: SUFFICIENCY OF BUSINESS CAPACITY TO MEET DEMAND (SECOND DRAFT)
Tim e period

Short term (2018-21)
Medium term (by 2028)
Long term (by 2048)
Land dem and by sector (in hectares, including NPS-UDC m argins)
Industry
55.6
121.0
209.5
Retail and personal services
0.9
15.8
32.4
Office based activities
0.6
2.4
4.3
Health,
education,
and
2.7
6.9
11.6
community services
Total dem and
59.8
146.1
257.8
Proposed District Plan
Total
vacant
plan-enabled
446.2
capacity (hectares)
Sufficient to m eet dem and in
Yes
Yes
Yes
the aggregate?
Sufficiency by sector
Yes
No
No

124. It is noted that there is still a shortfall over the medium term in the second draft zoning and provisions
under the ‘permitted only scenario’. However, the shortfall is significantly reduced as shown in Table 9.
There is no identified shortfall over the medium term under the ‘permitted and discretionary scenario’.
TABLE 9: MEDIUM TERM BUSINESS SECTOR SHORTFALLS
IDENTIFIED IN DRAFT PROVISIONS
Business Sector
Departm ent stores
Visitor accom m odation

Shortfall under the Perm itted Only Scenario
0.2ha
1.33ha

125. As a result of the changes made to the proposed zoning to address the business sector shortfalls the
feasible residential capacity has been slightly affected. Over the long-term (by 2048) the feasible
residential capacity has been reduced by 159 dwellings. However, the feasible capacity is still easily
sufficient over the medium term, and when considering the additional capacity that is not factored into
the model, it is considered that there is likely sufficient feasible capacity over the long-term as well.
126. Given the above, it is considered that the proposed Urban Plan Changes provide sufficient residential
and business capacity over the life of the district plan. While there are identified shortfalls for department
stores and visitor accommodation over the medium term under the ‘permitted only’ scenario, it is
considered that these shortfalls are relatively minor and can be addressed under the ‘permitted and
discretionary’ scenario, or by the factors that were not considered in the conservative approach adopted
by the model. These capacity assessments project that the range of activities proposed within each
zone are appropriate from a capacity perspective. Therefore, Parts 2 – 11 of this report assess the
appropriateness of each zone and its provisions within that zone but do not address capacity at a higher
level across the UA as this has been assessed within this section.

6.

Section 32 Analysis for Matters Consistent Across all Zones

127. Where methods are consistent across all proposed zones/precincts, a single s32 evaluation has been
completed once to avoid repetition. For ease of evaluation the provisions have been packaged by issue
topic.
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6.1 Appropriateness of Proposed Provisions
New Definitions

128. As part of the Urban Plan Changes, several new definitions are proposed along with amendments to
operative definitions. Appendix 1 provides a comprehensive list of all the new definitions proposed
under the Urban Plan Changes as well as any amendments to operative definitions that are proposed.
Many of the proposed definitions and amendments are in response to the definitions listed in the draft
Standards. Definitions that are listed in the draft Standards have been highlighted in yellow in Appendix
1. It is anticipated that changes may be required to these definitions through submission depending on
the final version of the National Planning Standards to ensure consistency.

129. Many of the definitions proposed are intended to provide clarity to the interpretation of plan provisions.
It is considered that amending operative definitions and introducing new definitions to improve clarity is
more efficient and effective than the status quo as it will assist plan users in interpreting rules and better
understanding the planning provisions.

130. Some of the proposed definitions relate to specific activities. The WDP being primarily an effects based
plan specifies a limited range of definitions (e.g. residential, commercial and industrial activities).
Feedback from internal and public consultation was that a wider range of activities need to be specified
so that certain types of activities can be permitted and others managed in the UA, and that the generic
definitions of the WDP do not allow specificity in rules. The zones proposed in the Urban Plan Changes
seek to provide greater clarity as to which activities may occur in certain locations. To achieve this, new
activity definitions have been considered.
131. Introducing new definitions to the district plan presents the risk of adding complexity to the Definitions
chapter and its interpretation. ‘Nesting tables’ are a method of organising definitions into categories to
help simplify interpretation and streamline rules. This method was recently used in the Auckland Unitary
Plan which describes the nesting tables in Chapter J – Definitions:
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132. An example of the Auckland Unitary Plan’s commercial activities nesting table is shown below:

133. PC88 proposes to introduce a new suite of activity based definitions and to group them into nesting
tables similar to the Auckland Unitary Plan approach. However, based on feedback from Council briefing
meetings the term “Definitions Groupings” is proposed to be used rather than “Nesting Tables” as this
is considered to be clearer.
134. Alternatives considered to the implementation of new definitions were:
Option 1: Status Quo: Maintain existing generic definitions within Chapter 4 Definitions.
Option 2: Establish new definitions and ‘definition groupings’ in the Definitions chapter to provide a
larger range of activities. (Plan change option).
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135. Evaluation of these alterative options have been summarised in Table 10:
TABLE 10: EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES – NEW ACTIVITY DEFINITIONS
Option 1:
Status Quo

Costs

Benefits

Environmental

Environmental and Cultural

Relying on effects based rules w ith a limited
range of activities defined has resulted in
perverse outcomes in some locations as
unanticipated activities are able to comply w ith
the effects based rules and can have adverse
environmental effects.

None identified.
Economic

Economic
Uncertainty in rules and lack of flexibility results
in additional development and consenting costs.

May result in reduced consenting costs for
certain activities that are not directly managed by
a specific definition and are able to comply w ith
the effects based rules.
Social
No change to the current provisions for
landow ners, investors and residents.

Social and Cultural
None identified.
Option 2:
Establish new
definitions
and definition
groupings

Environmental
Removes some of the effects based rules w hich
can help manage targeted environmental effects.

Environmental
Certainty is provided w ithin the rule framew ork
allow ing appropriate types of activities to occur.

Economic

Economic

Potential for increased consenting costs as
activities that have never been defined before w ill
be managed and may result in consent
requirements.

Certainty in rules results in the ability to undertake
appropriate activities w ithout additional
development and consenting costs.

Social
Definition groupings is a new approach to adjust
to.
Cultural
None identified.

Removes some blanket effects based rules that
can be arbitrary and increase consenting costs.
Provides greater certainty for activities like
Hospitals as a specific definition is provided.
Social
Provides more certainty for community about the
types of development that can be anticipated in
certain locations.
Definition groupings help simplify and streamline
the District Plan provisions.
Cultural
None identified.

Efficiency

Effectiveness

Option 1:

Option 1 is inefficient. The existing definitions are
too broad resulting in interpretation and
enforcement issues.

Option 1 is ineffective. Lack of specificity in
definitions results in the inability to provide direct
provisions to manage effects of activities.

Option 2:

Providing clearer definitions w ill provide
improved assessment and interpretation of the
WDP increasing the efficiency of the provisions.

Providing a w ider range of activity definitions
enables rules to be more targeted w hich is
considered to be more effective at managing
issues such as commercial spraw l and reverse
sensitivity.

Economic Growth and Employment Opportunities
These options have low impacts in terms of economic grow th and employment. Definitions w ill help to provide clarity for
the WDP interpretation and consenting process, but w ill not have signific ant implications for economic grow th and
employment opportunities as this depends more so on the actual rules w ithin each zone.

Risk of acting and not acting if there is uncertain or insufficient information
There is no risk due to insufficient information.
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136. Option 2 is considered to be the most appropriate method. When considering alternatives, it was found
that the status quo definitions where not specific enough to support the outcomes sought in the
objectives proposed through the Urban Plan Changes. The appropriateness of the rules around each of
these activity definitions has been assessed in Parts 2 – 11 of this s32 Report.
Scheduled Activities

137. The WDP has a number of site specific overlays in which provisions have been established as
“scheduled activities”. These sites have an underlying zone, provisions of which are also applicable.
Many of these scheduled activities were created via the appeal process of the WDP. 10 years has
elapsed since these scheduled activities were created, and some provisions have been given effect to.
As part of the streamlining approach to the district plan rolling review, Council has been systematically
removing the scheduled activities. There are 16 separate locations within the UA annotated as
scheduled activities within the WDP which are detailed in Table 11 below. Each scheduled activity is
discussed in further detail in Appendix 2.
TABLE 11: LIST OF WDP SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE UA
Scheduled
Activity No.

Location

Control

4

Riverside Road

Exemption from building setback from Mean High Water
Springs rule (40.4.3 & 43.4.3).

5

Cameron Street

Exemption from building setback from Mean High Water
Springs rule (40.4.3).

7

McEw an Road

Requirement for landscaping area along w estern boundary
of the site.

8

McEw an Road

Requirement for landscaping and buffer area betw een
Business 4 Environment and Countryside Environment.

9

One Tree Point Road

Exceptions to the Countryside Environment regarding
parking, noise, places of assembly and residential units.

10

Beach Road

Site specific building coverage, setbacks, height in relation
to boundary and landscaping requirements.

13

Marsden Point Oil Refinery

Exemptions from the Business 4 Environment to provide
for oil refinery activities.

17

Dip Road

Consent required as a restricted discretionary activity to
undertake any subdivision w ith discretion restricted to
landscape matters.

18

Sime Road

Exemptions from the Business 2 Environment to provide
for a Pow er Station Service Corridor.

19

St Francis Xavier School,
Percy Street

Exemption from Living 1 Environment traffic movement
rules to permit traffic movements w here they are
associated w ith the primary school activities of St Francis
Xavier School.

20

Pompallier College, State
Highw ay 14

Exemption from traffic movement rules to permit traffic
movements w here they are associated w ith intermediate
or secondary school activities.

21

High Street

Exceptions to the Business 2 Environment rules to provide
a site-specific package of rules for retail, industrial and
office activities, and includes financial contribution and
notification requirements and specific noise, landscaping
and subdivision conditions.
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22

One Tree Point Road

Exceptions to the Business 3 Environment requiring a
Comprehensive Centre Development Plan as a restricted
discretionary activity.

27

Marsden Point Road

Exceptions to the Business 2 and 4 Environment rules
regarding the building setbacks, outdoor areas of storage,
stockpiles of materials and equipment and ancillary retail
activities.

28

Maunu Road

Restrictions on vehicle access from Maunu Road.

29

Pipiw ai Road

Requirement for a landscaped buffer area on the northern
boundary.

138. Alternatives considered to address scheduled activities:
Option 1: Maintain status quo and keep listed scheduled activities within the WDP over an underlying
zone.
Option 2: Delete all scheduled activities and rely upon existing use rights, zoning the sites consistent
with the proposed surrounding zoning. (Plan change option).
Option 3: Identify each location as a spot zone creating specific rules as necessary to cater for the
proposed land use.
139. Evaluation of these alterative options have been summarised in Table 12:
TABLE 12: EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES – SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES
Option 1:
Status Quo

Option 2:
Delete
scheduled
activities
and apply
surrounding
zoning

Costs

Benefits

Environmental and Cultural

Environmental and Cultural

None identified.

None identified.

Economic
On-going costs of having to review , monitor and
update site specific rules in the WDP.

Economic
Reduces potential consenting costs for some
scheduled activity sites.

Social
Does not streamline the scheduled activity rules
that may be more suited to resource consent
conditions.

Social
No change to the current provisions for
landow ners, investors and residents.

Environmental

Environmental

Loss of site specific detailed provisions w hich may
have an improved outcome in terms of
development potential from those of a more
generic zone.
Economic

Consistent application of zone provisions
w ithout the exemptions provided w ithin the
scheduled activity provisions w hich enables
more consistent environmental outcomes.
Economic

Potential increase in consenting costs for
landow ners as exemptions currently contained
w ithin scheduled activity provisions w ill no longer
exist.

Avoids the need for on-going costs of having to
review , monitor and update repetitive rules in
the WDP.

Social and Cultural
None identified.

Certainty is provided for the landow ners.

Social
The WDP is streamlined and simplified.
Cultural
None identified.

Option 3:
Spot zone
the separate
locations

Environmental and Cultural
None identified.

Environmental and Cultural
None identified.

Economic

Economic

On-going costs of having to review , monitor and
update site specific rules in the WDP.

Reduces potential consenting costs for some
of the sites w ith site-specific zoning.
Social
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Expensive in terms of plan change requirements
to establish, justify and evaluate under s32, w ith
ongoing costs to review numerous spot zones.
This approach is not considered consistent w ith
the draft Standards w hich could result in further
costs if future plan changes are required.

Certainty is provided for the landow ners.

Social
Does not streamline the WDP provisions that may
be more suited to resource consent conditions.
Efficiency

Effectiveness

Option 1 maintains the existing scheduled activity
provisions resulting in inefficiencies through
unnecessary provisions being included in the
WDP to provide for individual activities. Existing
activities should rely upon s10 of the RMA w hich
makes provision for existing use rights. New
activities are often more appropriately assessed
and managed through the resource consent
process once a complete application is provided.
Options 2 and 3 both provide efficient means of
achieving the WDP objectives. Option 3 w ould
only be efficient if multiple sites are spot zoned for
similar purposes.

Option 1 is effective for the specific landow ners
as it provides them w ith certainty in terms of
existing rules. Option 1 is difficult to manage
from a WDP monitoring and implementation
perspective as individual sites require particular
treatments, and the existing scheduled activities
have several issues making them difficult to
interpret and enforce.
Options 2 and 3 introduce more generic zone
provisions and provide a more effective method
to achieve the objectives of the WDP.

Econom ic Grow th and Em ploym ent Opportunities
These options have low impacts in terms of economic grow th and employment.
Risk of acting and not acting if there is uncertain or insufficient information
There is no risk due to insufficient information.

140. Option 2 is considered to be the most appropriate method.
Traffic Movements

141. Traffic movements have the potential to reduce amenity levels, particularly those anticipated by
residential activities. The WDP has limitations with regard to the number of traffic movements within the
operative Environments in the UA (typically 200 within Business Environments and 30 within Living
Environments). Several issues have been raised regarding the effectiveness of the existing rules. One
issue being that the WDP rule does not address cumulative effects of multiple activities occurring on a
road, being focused upon activities on individual sites. Also, the traffic movement limits that have been
established are arbitrary and are blunt effects based rules that can be difficult to monitor and enforce.

142. The Urban Plan Changes propose to remove traffic movement rules, and to manage potential adverse
effects by implementing a wider range of defined activities with more targeted activity based rules.
143. Alternatives considered were:
Option 1: Status Quo: Maintain existing traffic movement limits.
Option 2: Remove traffic movement rules and instead rely on activity based rules (Plan change
option).
144. Evaluation of these alterative options have been summarised in Table 13:
TABLE 13: ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION – TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS
Costs

Benefits
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Option 1:
Status Quo

Environmental

Environmental

Current provisions do not fully manage adverse
effects as determining the level of traffic
movements can often be difficult and activities
are therefore able to comply w ith the operative
rules.
Economic

Traffic movements are a method of managing the
scale of effects and helping to avoid, remedy or
mitigate adverse effects on the transport netw ork.
Economic

Potential to require resource consent
application for activities gaining access from
roads that have the capacity to accommodate
additional traffic, resulting in an unnecessary
cost to applicants.
Places economic pressure on Council to
upgrade roads based on arbitrary traffic
movement limits.
Social and Cultural

Reduces the potential for increased pressure on
road capacity due to increased traffic
movements.
Continued flexibility for landow ners and investors
in terms of land use and development options.
Social
No change to the current provisions for
landow ners, investors and residents.
Cultural
None identified.

None identified.
Option 2:
Rem ove
traffic
m ovem ent
rules and
instead use
activity
based rules
(Plan
change
option)

Environmental
No specific traffic rule to manage transport
effects.

Environmental
More targeted approach to managing activities
provides better control of environmental effects.

Economic

Economic

Potential to require resource consent
application for activities based on activity
definitions w hen traffic impacts may be
minimal.
Social and Cultural

Few er activities that are considered appropriate for
a zone w ill require resource consent w hen
compared to the status quo.
Social

None identified.

Provides more certainty for community about the
anticipated types of development in certain areas
rather than relying on an arbitrary traffic movement
rule.
Cultural
None identified.

Efficiency

Effectiveness

Option 1:

Option 1 has been identified as inefficient in
respect of the relationship betw een traffic
movement limitations and the need to manage
road design and capacity.

The status quo option has been identified as being
ineffective and resulting in unnecessary consent
considerations and places restrictions on activities
that may otherw ise be appropriate for the zone.

Option 2:

Option 2 is considered to be efficient in respect
of managing the types of activities and their
potential effects to amenity and the transport
netw ork.

Option 2 w ould increase the effectiveness of the
status quo provisions by relying on targeted activity
based rules instead of arbitrary traffic movement
limits.

Econom ic Grow th and Em ploym ent Opportunities
Control of traffic movements is one method to manage the scale of activities and the potential effects on the transport
netw ork. The proposed provisions seek to promote economic grow th and improve employment opportunities by
ensuring that appropriate activities can locate in appropriate areas . Limiting the scale of activities as proposed in
Option 1 may result in arbitrary control of activities. Option 2 provides opportunity for economic activities w hile
maintaining an appropriate level of amenity and traffic safety by applying targeted activity based rules.
Risk of acting and not acting if there is uncertain or insufficient information
There is no risk due to insufficient information.

145. Option 2 is considered to be the most appropriate method. While Option 1 has merits, Option 2 is more
appropriate as it removes arbitrary traffic movement limits and would implement rules that manage
adverse effects including those on amenity, character and the transport network.
Noise and Vibration Consequential Amendments
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146. Noise (and to a lesser extent vibration) are important components of character and amenity values within
the UA. To adequately provide for the range of amenity values in the various UA zones, consideration
needs to be given to appropriate noise and vibration controls.
147. Council has recently undertaken a review of the Noise and Vibration provisions within the District Plan
as part of Plan Change 110 (PC110). PC110 reviewed the appropriate provisions relating to noise and
vibration for the various WDP zones and introduced a Noise and Vibration (NAV) chapter to the district
plan. As part of the Urban Plan Changes consequential amendments to the NAV chapter are needed to
update the NAV provisions to apply to the proposed suite of zones proposed under PC88 as well as
Plan Changes 115 (Green Space Zones), Plan Change 143 (Airport Zone), Plan Change 144 (Port
Zone) and Plan Change 145 (Hospital Zone). The consequential amendments proposed are
summarised below:
•

The Business 4 and Marsden Point Port Environments rules should be applied to the proposed
Heavy Industrial and Port Zones.

•

The Business 3 Environment rules should be applied to the proposed Mixed-use and Local
Commercial Zones.

•

The Business 2 Environment rules should be applied to the proposed Light Industrial,
Commercial, Hospital and Sport and Active Recreation Zones.

•

The Business 1 Environment rules should be applied to the proposed City Centre Zone.

•

The Living 1, 2 and 3 Environment rules should be applied to the proposed Neighbourhood
Commercial, Residential, Medium-density Residential and High-density Residential Zones.

•

The Open Space Environment rules should be applied to the proposed Open Space and
Conservation Zones.

•

The Town Basin Environment rules should be applied to the proposed Waterfront Zone.

•

The Bulk Format Retail Environment rules should be applied to the proposed Shopping Centre
Zone.

•

The Urban Transition Environment rules should be applied to the proposed Low-density
Residential Zone.

•

The Airport Environment rules should be applied to the proposed Airport Zone.

148. The NAV chapter was recently made operative in May 2016. As such it is not considered appropriate to
consider removing or amending the NAV standards. Instead the most appropriate option is considered
to be implementing the above consequential amendments to apply the appropriate NAV standard to
each proposed new zone.
Home Occupations
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149. As part of the Urban Plan Changes, it is proposed to delete the WDP definition of “home occupation”.
The definition of home occupation requires the activity to be ancillary to the residential use of the site
and lists several activity criteria (e.g. hours of operations, storage of materials, the nature of the activity,
etc.). The draft Standards propose a suite of definitions under the guiding theory that definitions should
define and activity criteria should be contained within rules. It is considered that the operative definition
of Home Occupation is not consistent with this approach.
150. It is proposed to introduce a definition of “ancillary activity” which is to be defined as:
Ancillary activity
means an activity that either provides support to, or is incidental and subsidiary to, the primary activity on
the same site.

151. As a result of the proposed deletion of “home occupation”, the Urban Plan Changes propose to utilise
the new Ancillary Activity defined term instead to capture the same concept. For example, rather than
stating rules for home occupations where certain criteria are met, the Urban Plan Changes propose to
state rules for activities such as retail, commercial services, places of assembly, etc. and provide for
them where they are ancillary to a residential activity on the site.

152. The proposed approach enables more streamlined and simplified provisions as it avoids the use of the
concept of home occupations and enables more targeted provisions. The home occupation definition
enables a range of activities such as industrial, rural production, etc. as long as they are ancillary to a
residential activity. These activities, no matter their scale, may have adverse effects on adjacent
properties due to their nature. The proposed approach enables certain activities to be enabled where
they are ancillary to a residential activity (e.g. retail and commercial services) while other activities may
not be enabled even if they are ancillary to a residential activity (e.g. industrial activities).

153. The proposed approach may have some negative impacts on economic growth and employment
opportunities as certain ancillary activities are no longer provided for as permitted activities. However,
this approach is considered to have environmental and social benefits by protecting residential amenity
and managing noxious activities in proximity to residential properties. In addition, by discouraging some
activities from Living Zones it is considered that these activities will need to locate in more appropriate
zones, thereby encouraging more economic growth and activity in more appropriate zones.
154. It is proposed to amend the operative Rural Zones to be consistent with the proposed changes to the
approach to home occupations. The Rural Living, Rural Village and Rural (Urban Expansion)
Environments all have home occupation rules. These rules are proposed to be amended to apply only
to commercial activities and to include additional performance standards to reflect the operative
definition of home occupations. The Rural Production Environment does not have a home occupation
rule and instead provides for home occupations as a permitted activity pursuant to rule RPE.2.1.4. It is
considered appropriate to introduce a new rule to manage commercial activities where they are ancillary
to a residential activity on the site and to manage the scale of effects that may be generated by these
activities.
Default to Permitted Activity Status
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155. It is proposed within each zone of the Urban Plan Changes to provide a permitted activity rule whereby
any activity which is not otherwise listed in the chapter defaults to a permitted activity provided that all
relevant rules within the Zone and any Overlay and District Wide rules are complied with.
156. Reasonably practicable options for activities that are not stated in each chapter are as follows:
•

Option 1: Proposed Plan Change – Include default to permitted activity.

•

Option 2: Default to discretionary or non-complying activity for any activity that is not stated in
the chapter as having a specified activity status.

157. It is considered that Option 1 represents the most appropriate option for the following reasons:
•

The approach taken with the Urban Plan Changes is to introduce a new set of activity definitions
and have rules for each activity in every chapter. Under this approach, it is considered that all
relevant activities have been considered and have been listed in the chapters. This avoids the
risk of having unforeseen activities not being listed in the chapter and thereby defaulting to
permitted. In addition, there are Overlay and District Wide chapters which cover topics such as
noise and signs to ensure that these activities are managed even though they are not listed in
each zone chapter.

•

Option 2 would require a much more extensive list of activities to be provided in each chapter.
For instance, there would need to be permitted activity thresholds for vegetation clearance,
temporary activities, aerials, traffic movements, etc. in all of the urban plan change chapters. It is
considered that Option 2 presents a greater risk of omitting activities which may be entirely
acceptable in a particular zone and thereby requiring discretionary or non-complying consent for
the activity with a limited policy framework to support any application.

•

Option 1 provides for a higher level of economic growth and employment opportunities as it does
not require consent for every activity that has not been stated in each chapter.

•

There is risk associated with Option 1 if activities are unintentionally not stated in a chapter
thereby enabling the activity as permitted; however, care has been taken to ensure that all
appropriate activities have been covered within each chapter to minimise the risk of Option 1.

Hazardous Substances
158. The WDP contains provisions relating to hazardous substances to manage potential adverse effects.
The WDP provisions refer to WDP Appendix 8 which contains the performance standards for hazardous
substances and the method of calculating the levels of hazardous substances. The Urban Plan Changes
propose to retain the operative provisions and Appendix 8 but to relocate the provisions into a single
“Hazardous Substances” Chapter. This approach will retain the status quo but will remove the
repetitiveness of restating the hazardous substances rules within each zone chapter. This is consistent
with the draft Standards.
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159. A full review of the hazardous substances provisions is intended as part of a separate plan change in
the rolling review, which will enable the provisions to be reviewed comprehensively. The current
restructuring is proposed as an interim measure to simplify and streamline the district plan.
Radioactive Material
160. The WDP prohibits the use, storage or disposal of radioactive material with an activity exceeding 1000
terabecquerels. The level of radioactivity stated as a prohibited activity allows for use of household
smoke detectors and use of radioactive materials in medical laboratories and hospitals, but does not
allow large installations such as nuclear power stations.
161. Council considered retaining the operative provisions as a means of avoiding risk. However, radioactive
materials are controlled under the Radiation Safety Act 2016 and the Radiation Safety Regulations 2016
by the Ministry of Health’s Office of Radiation Safety. It is therefore considered redundant to manage
radioactive materials within the district plan.
162. The Urban Plan Changes propose to delete all rules relating to radioactive materials. By defaulting to
permitted activity status the plan will enable appropriate, smaller scale activities, and the Ministry of
Health will manage activities exceeding the levels established in the Radiation Safety Act 2016. It is
considered that this will simplify and streamline the district plan and wil l avoid duplicating other
legislation. As the Ministry of Health manages radioactive material it is considered that there is minimal
risk associated with deleting the provisions from the district plan.
Building and Structure Definitions
163. The WDP contains definitions of both ‘building’ and ‘structure’. Rules within the WDP refer to either
building or structure depending on the purpose of the rule. Typically, the bulk and location provisions
refer to buildings. The WDP definition of ‘building’ does not include smaller scale buildings which
exempts them from the setback, height, etc. provisions.
164. The draft Standards state definitions for both “building” and “structure”, and require these definitions to
be included within the District Plan.
165. After reviewing the draft Standards definitions, it became clear that these terms would result in significant
changes to the effect of the WDP provisions as the “building” definition would include a much wider
range of features. At this time, it is not considered appropriate to update the definitions in accordance
with the draft Standards due to the scale of impacts this will have on the WDP and proposed provisions.
It is considered more appropriate to wait for the National Planning Standards to be gazetted to determine
what the final definitions of “building” and “structure” will be before making any changes.
166. It is proposed to amend clause (b) of the operative definition of building so that aerials and aerial support
structures are no longer exempt from the definition of building. It is considered appropriate to apply the
building bulk and location provisions of the underlying zone to aerials and aerial support st ructures so
that adverse effects on adjacent sites and the surrounding environment are better managed. This is
currently a gap in the WDP whereby there are no rules managing aerials or aerial support structures in
the Rural Zones.
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Residential Unit Definitions
167. The draft Standards include definitions for ‘Residential Activity’, ‘Residential Unit’ and ‘Minor Residential
Unit’ as listed below:
Residential Activity
means the use of land and buildings by people for the purpose of living accommodation.
Residential Unit
means a building or part of a building that is used for a residential activity exclusively by one household, and
must include sleeping, cooking, bathing and toilet facilities.
M inor Residential Uni t
means a self-contained residential unit that is ancillary to the principal residential unit and is held in common
ownership with the principal residential unit on the same site, which can be attached to the principal building
or be a detached stand-alone building.

168. It is proposed to implement these definitions. However, it is considered that based on the draft Standards
definitions listed above, a minor residential unit is considered to be a subset of the residential unit
definition. Therefore, it is considered that there is a need to define ‘Principal Residential Unit’ in order to
have clear rules enabling minor residential units to be differentiated from principal residential units. It is
proposed to define Principal Residential unit as:
means a residential unit that is not ancillary to any other residential unit.

169. It is also proposed to structure the “Residential Activities” Definition Grouping as follows to make the
relationship between each defined term clear:
Residential activities

Supported Residential Care
Retirement Village Premises
Residential Unit
Principal Residential Unit
Minor Residential Unit

170. An alternative option considered was to not include a definition for ‘Principal Residential Units’. This
would require every rule managing residential units to be written as “residential units (excluding minor
residential units)”. It is considered that the proposed approach helps simplify and streamline the
proposed provisions.
171. In addition to the above there are also changes proposed to the nature of the rules for Minor Residential
Units. The WDP definition of minor residential units includes limits on gross floor area and the distance
from another residential unit. The draft Standards definition does not specify gross floor area limits or
separation distances. These limits have been transferred into the rules managing minor residential units
in order to comply with the draft Standards and manage any adverse effects associated with minor
residential units. Consideration has been given to amending the limits relating to minor residential units
as follows:
Gross Floor Area (GFA)
172. In the WDP, a minor residential unit must not exceed 70m2 excluding the gross floor area used
exclusively for the storage of motor vehicles in association with the minor residential unit. The draft
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Standards neither include nor exclude the storage of motor vehicles within the definition. It is considered
appropriate that a rule which controls GFA for a minor residential unit also considers an appropriate limit
for a garage. The options for GFA limits have been assessed below:
•

Option 1: (Status Quo) – Exclude garaging from the GFA limit for a minor residential unit

•

Option 2 – Include garage within the GFA limit for a minor residential unit. Plan Change option.

TABLE 14: SECTION 32 ASSESSMENT OF MINOR RESIDENTIAL UNIT GFA OPTIONS

Option
Status
Quo

1:

Costs

Benefits

Environmental

Environmental Social Economic and Cultural

Excessive provision of garaging can
compromise intended environmental
outcomes due to very large buildings in
inappropriate locations.
Economic, Social and Cultural

None identified.

None identified.

Option 2:
Include
garage
w ithin
GFA

Environmental, Economic, Social and Cultur al

Environmental

None identified.

Environmental effects arising from GFA generated
by a minor residential unit are properly managed.
Economic, Social and Cultural
None identified.

Efficiency

Effectiveness

Option 1

This is not an efficient method to manage
effects of GFA given that it is excluded and
GFA limits do not apply to garaging.

This option is not an effective method to manage
effects of GFA given that it is excluded and GFA
limits do not apply to garaging.

Option 2

This is an efficient method to manage effects
of GFA given that clear GFA limits w ill apply
to the minor residential unit as a w hole.

This is an effective method to manage effects of
GFA given that clear GFA limits w ill apply to the
minor residential unit as a w hole.

Economic Growth and Employment Opportunities
Economic and employment opportunities are the same for Option 1 and Option 2. Although garaging is limited w ithin
the GFA of minor residential units for Option 2, additional garaging or parking can be provided as part of the primary
residential unit, or as an accessory building if necessary.

Risk of acting and not acting if there is uncertain or insufficient information
There is no risk due to insufficient information.

173. Option 2 is considered the most appropriate option to manage the GFA of a minor residential unit.
Accordingly, provision for garaging has been included within GFA limits for minor residential units.
Separation Distance

174. In the WDP a minor residential unit must be located no further than 15m from another residential unit
on the same site. There is some ambiguity with respect to where exactly a residential unit is on a site
(given current definitions in the WDP) where accessory buildings are already located on site which,
consequently, have introduced some uncertainty about how the requirement should be measured. This
has resulted in considerable debate about potential locations for minor residential units which represent
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unintended and perverse environmental outcomes. Such debate is neither effective nor efficient and it
is considered appropriate to provide certainty with respect to interpretation of how the provision is to be
measured. The proposed rule to manage separation distances between minor residential unit provides
certainty around measurement.

175. It is proposed to manage the separation distance and GFAs of minor residential units in the relevant
proposed Urban Zones. It is also proposed to amend the operative Rural Zones to reflect the changes
to the definition and to incorporate the above considerations.
Mineral Extraction
176. Plan Change 102 (PC102) was recently made operative and introduced a Minerals Chapter to the
District Plan. As part of PC102 rules were included for “mineral extraction activities” in each zone. The
activity status for the Rural Zones the were introduced through Plan Changes 85A-D and 86 was
considered under s32 of the RMA. The activity status for all other operative zones that were not being
reviewed at that time was set at discretionary to match the status quo. It was anticipated that the
discretionary activity status for these zones would be reviewed at the same time the zones were
reviewed.
177. It is proposed to amend the Mineral Chapter rules managing mineral extraction activities to prohibit them
in all proposed urban zones. This is considered appropriate as mineral extraction activities are not
anticipated within the Urban Zones and land should be retained for more appropriate activities. Mineral
extraction activities are provided for in the Rural Production Environment as a discretionary activity and
are a non-complying activity within the Rural Living Environment to ensure that there are locations where
these activities may occur.
Rural Zone Activities and Subdivision
178. Consequential amendments are proposed to the Rural Zones to reflect the draft Standards and the new
activity definitions proposed. The proposed definitions that are not explicitly managed within the Rural
Zones include hospitals, recreational facilities, educational facilities, care centres and supported
residential care. It is proposed to manage these activities based on their most similar activity that is
currently managed within the Rural Zones as follows:
•

Recreational facilities and educational facilities are proposed to be managed the same as places
of assembly.

•

Care centres are proposed to be managed the same as health care facilities.

•

Supported residential care is proposed to be managed the same as retirement village premises.

179. Hospitals are not currently defined and there is not considered to be an operative definition that is similar
in scale or nature to the proposed definition of hospitals. Therefore, it is considered necessary to include
new rules to manage hospitals in the Rural Zones. It is considered appropriate to classify hospitals as
non-complying activity in all Rural Zones as they are not an activity that is anticipated within Rural Zones,
and if established, would need to be carefully designed, constructed and managed to ensure they are
appropriate for the zone.
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180. Currently there are no rules managing emergency services in the operative Rural Living and Rural
(Urban Expansion) Environments. This is not considered appropriate as these Environments are
intended to be primarily residential Environments with high amenity levels for residents. Emergency
services could have significant adverse effects if established within these Environments and are
therefore appropriate to manage through resource consent. It is proposed to classify emergency
services as discretionary activities within the Rural Living and Rural (Urban Expansion) Environments.
181. It is proposed to amend operative rule RUEE.3.1.2 to provide more clarity to the link between the Rural
(Urban Expansion) Environment subdivision rules. Currently the rule states that any subdivision that
does not meet RUEE.3.3.1(a) or (e) is a non-complying activity. However, the intent of this rule is to
state that any subdivision that does not meet RUEE.3.3.1(a) or (e) is a non-complying activity only where
the allotments are not connected to Council reticulated three waters services. As the operative rule
exists, it essentially overwrites rule RUEE.3.1.1 and undermines the purpose of the Environment. It is
considered appropriate to provide more clarity by amending RUEE.3.1.2 as shown in the Proposed
Plan Changes Text and Maps.

7.

Conclusion

182. It is considered that the Urban Plan Changes include the most appropriate objectives, policies and
methods to ensure consistency and maintain the integrity of the WDP. It is considered that the
combination of options discussed in section 6 of this report is the most appropriate means of achieving
the objectives proposed in the Urban Plan Changes.
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Appendix 1: Proposed Definitions
1.

The following definitions are proposed through PC88A – J. Definitions highlighted in yellow are listed in
the draft National Planning Standards and may be subject to change depending on the gazetted version
of the National Planning Standards.

4.2 General Rules of Interpretation
h)

There are five “definition groupings” which gather specific land use activities into similar
categories. These include: Rural Production Activities, Industrial Activities, Residential
Activities, Commercial Activities and Community Activities. Within each grouping,
activities are listed with the more general term on the left and the more specific term on
the right. Where a District Plan rule manages a general activity, that general activity
includes all of the specific activities listed in the definition grouping unless otherwise
specified in the rules. The five definition groupings are listed below:
Rural Production
Activities

Farming
Plantation forestry
Intensive livestock farming
Farm quarrying
Seasonal activity

Industrial Activities

General Industry
Manufacturing and storage
Repair and maintenance services
Artisan industrial activities
Marine industry
Waste management facility
Landfill

Residential activities

Supported Residential Care
Retirement Village Premises
Residential Unit
Principal Residential Unit
Minor Residential Unit

Commercial
Activities

Retail Activity

Motor Vehicle Sales
Garden Centres
Trade Suppliers
Marine Retail
Drive Through Facilities
Grocery Store
Hire Premise
General Retail

Commercial Services
Food and Beverage Activity
Entertainment Facilities
Visitor Accommodation
Service Stations
Funeral Home
Community Activities Place of Assembly
Recreational Facilities
Emergency Services
Care Centre
Educational Facilities
Hospital
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Active Frontage
means building frontages which are designed to have a connec tion to the road allowing visual
interaction between pedestrians and people within buildings.
Ancillary activity
means an activity that either provides support to, or is incidental and subsidiary to, the primary activity
on the same site.
Artisan Industrial Activities
means manufacture, repair, storage or maintenance associated with production of art, crafts or
specialist foodstuffs. This definition is included within the Industrial Activities definition grouping.
Boundary Relocation
means a subdivision in the RPZ that relocates an existing boundary between adjacent allotments
where a separate computer freehold register (record of title as per Land Transfer Act 2017) has been
issued, without:
a) Altering the number of allotments.
b) Cancelling existing amalgamation conditions.
c) Creating additional capacity to subdivide as a controlled activity in accordance with the
relevant SUB rules.
For the purposes of this definition adjacent allotments means allotments that are:
a) Part of a contiguous landholding; or
b) Separated only by a road, access allotment, railway, stream or river.
Building Frontage
means a side of a building that is facing the frontage of the allotment.
Care Centre
means a facility used for any one or more of the following purposes:
a) Children, in addition to the children of the person in charge, aged six years or younger are
educated and cared for, and includes: childcare centres, crèches, kindergartens, kōhanga reo,
playcentres and play groups;
b) Early childhood education services;
c) Children, in addition to the children of the person in charge, aged five years or older and are
cared for out of school hours;
d) Elderly people are cared for during the day; and
e) People with disabilities (including mental health, addiction, illness or intellectual disabilities)
are cared for during the day.
Excludes:
a) Supported residential care.
b) Care provided by family members within a residential activity.
This definition is included within the Community Activities definition grouping.
Commercial Services
means businesses that sell services rather than goods. For example: banks, real estate agents, travel
agents, dry cleaners, health care facilities and hair dressers. Includes offices conducting activities
within a building and focusing on business, government, professional, or financial services and
includes the personal service elements of these activities offered to consumers or clients where visits
by members of the public are accessory to the main use. This definition is included within the
Commercial Activities definition grouping.
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Communal Open Space
means a quantity of outdoor area freely available to all residents on the site, exclusive of driveways,
buildings, and private outdoor space of individual residential units.
Community Activities
means the use of land or buildings for recreational, sporting, cultural, religious, educational or similar
community and well-being purposes. Community activities may involve trading in goods, equipment or
services.
Educational Facilities
a) means the use of land or buildings for the primary purpose of regular teaching or training in
accordance with a pre-set syllabus by suitably qualified or experienced instructors; but
b) does not include any industrial activity.
This definition is included within the Community Activities definition grouping.
Entertainment Facilities
Facility used for leisure or entertainment. Includes:
a) Nightclubs;
b) Theatres;
c) Cinemas;
d) Concert venues.
This definition is included within the Commercial Activities definition grouping.
Food and Beverage Activity
means activities where the primary business is selling food or beverages. Includes:
a) Restaurants and cafes;
b) Food halls; and
c) Takeaway food bars and bakeries.
Excludes:
a) Retail shops; and
b) Grocery Stores.
This definition is included within the Commercial Activities definition grouping.
Funeral Home
Facility used for holding funerals. Includes:
a)

mortuary facilities (excluding those ancillary to a hospital); and

b)

funeral chapels.

This definition is included within the Commercial Activities definition grouping.
Garage
means a building or part of a building that is principally used for the housing of vehicles and other
miscellaneous residential items. Includes a carport/lean-to.
Note: Building rules apply to any garage as well.
Garden Centre
means a shop for the sale of plants, trees or shrubs. Provided that the sale of the following is accessory
to the sale of plants, trees or shrubs, it also includes the sale of:
a)

Landscaping supplies
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b)

Bark and compost

c)

Statues and ornamental garden features

This definition is included within the Commercial Activities definition grouping.
General Industry
means any industrial activity which is not manufacturing and storage, repair and maintenance services,
artisan industrial activities, marine industry, waste management facilities, or a landfill. This definition
is included within the Industrial Activities definition grouping.
General Retail
means any retail activity which is not motor vehicle sales, garden centres, trade suppliers, marine retail
drive through facilities, grocery stores, or a hire premise. This definition is included within the
Commercial Activities definition grouping.
Green Space Zones
means the Open Space, Conservation and Sport and Active Recreation Zones.
Grocery Story
a self-service store selling mainly food, beverages and small household goods. This definition is
included within the Commercial Activities definition grouping.
Hire Premise
means any facility used for the hiring of machinery and equipment. Includes:
a) Servicing and maintenance of hire equipment; and
b) Storing hire equipment.
Excludes: premises for the hire or loan of books, videos, DVD, kayaks and other similar entertainment
and tourist related items. This definition is included within the Commercial Activities definition grouping.
Hospital
means any regionally significant infrastructure that provides for the medical, surgical or psychiatric
care and treatment of persons. Includes ancillary:
a) Offices;
b) Retail including pharmacies, food and beverage, and florists;
c) Commercial services including banks and dry cleaners;
d) Ambulance facilities and first aid training facilities;
e) Conference facilities;
f) Helicopter facilities;
g) Hospices;
h) Hospital maintenance and service facilities, including kitchens and laundries;
i) Medical research and testing;
j) Mortuaries;
k) Rehabilitation facilities; and
l) Training.
This definition is included within the Community Activities definition grouping.
LA90
has the same meaning as ‘Background sound level’ in New Zealand Standard 6801:2008
Measurement of Environmental Sound.
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Land
has the same meaning as in section 2 of the RMA.
Landfill
means the use, or the previous use, of land for the primary purpose of the disposal of waste. This
definition is included within the Industrial Activities definition grouping.
Landscaping
means land which is planted in lawns, trees, shrubs or gardens.
Living Areas
means a living room, lounge, family room or dining room.
Manufacturing, Servicing and Storage
Activities involving:
a) Making items by physical labour or machinery.
b) Facilities used for the receipt, storage, handling and distribution of materials, articles or goods
destined for a retail outlet, trader or manufacturer.
c) Business that provides facilities to the public for storing possessions.
d) Facility used for receiving, despatching or consolidating goods in transit by road, rail, air or
sea.
Includes:
a) assembly of items.
b) direct collection of materials;
c) articles or goods by traders;
d) carriers' depots;
e) courier services;
f) mail distribution centres; and
g) trucking depots.
Excludes:
a) retail;
b) service stations;
c) composting plants; and
d) refuse transfer stations.
This definition is included within the Industrial Activities definition grouping.
Marine Industry
means manufacture, repair, storage or maintenance associated with production or processing of boats,
accessory goods or seafood. This definition is included within the Industrial Activities definition
grouping.
Marine Retail
means the sale or hire of boats, wholesale and retail sale of fish, and accessory goods and services.
This definition is included within the Commercial Activities definition grouping.
Mixed use
means development that integrates compatible land uses such as commercial, residential and retail.
Motor Vehicle Sales
means the sale or hire of motor vehicles and caravans. This definition is included within the
Commercial Activities definition grouping.
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Net Floor Area
a) Means the sum of any gross floor area designed for tenant occupancy and exclusive
use; and
b) Includes(i) Both freehold and leased areas; and
(ii) Any stock storage or preparation areas, whether exclusive or not; but
c) Does not include(i) Liftwells and stair wells including landing areas:
(ii) Corridors and mall common spaces:
(iii) Building service rooms:
(iv) Required parking areas
Oil Refinery Activities
means the use of land and/or buildings within the Oil Refinery Precinct for refinery related activities,
including:
a) Operation of storage and fuel tanks;
b) Process plants;
c) Cogeneration plants and associated transmission lines;
d) Offices;
e) Support and community activities;
f) Visitor centres;
g) Canteens/cafes and residential dwellings associated with the refinery; and
h) Facilities catering to the needs of staff and visitors.
Outdoor Living Space
means an area of open space for the use of the occupants of the residential unit or units to which the
space is allocated.
Pedestrian Arcade
means an area with a minimum dimension of 5m and minimum area of 30m2 between a building and
a public space that provides visual and pedestrian access onto the site and can be used for activities
such as outdoor dining or informal leisure or recreation space.
Principal Residential Unit
means a residential unit that is not ancillary to any other residential unit. This definition is included
within the Residential Activities definition grouping.
Raft
has the same meaning as section 2 of the RMA.
Recreational Facilities
means a facility where the primary purpose is to provide for sport and recreation activities. Includes:
a) Recreation centres
b) Aquatic facilities, swimming pools, both indoor and outdoor;
c) Fitness centres and gymnasiums; and
d) Indoor sports centres
This definition is included within the Community Activities definition grouping.
Regionally Significant Infrastructure
means the infrastructure listed in Appendix 3 of the Regionally Policy Statement for Nort hland 2016.
Repair and maintenance services
Servicing, testing or repairing vessels, vehicles or machinery. Includes:
a) articles or goods by traders.
b) automotive mechanics;
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c) panel beating; and
d) devanning, storage and testing of LPG cylinders.
This definition is included within the Industrial Activities definition grouping.
Rural Area
means the area of the District comprising the Rural Zones.
Standalone Car Park Facility
means either indoor or outdoor on-site car parking which is not directly associated with any other
activity within the site.
Supported Residential Care
means any facility used to provide accommodation and fulltime care for aged or disabled people, or
people receiving health support (including mental health, addiction, illness or intellectual disabilities)
certified under the Health and Disability Services (Safety) Act 2001 and comply with the Health and
Disability Sector Standards 2001. Includes:
a) A rest home defined in section 58(4) of the Health and Disability Services (Safety) Act 2001;
and
b) Accessory nursing and medical care.
c) A residential activity where care, including meal delivery service, is provided to the residents
on-site.
Excludes:
a) Hospitals.
This definition is included within the Residential Activities definition grouping.
Through-site Link
means a defined pedestrian access which is continuous and clearly identifiable and is designed
specifically to traverse a site to connect roads or other public places or other through-site links. A
through-site link provides a shorter and more convenient public pedestrian route than the existing
alternative.
Trade Suppliers
means a supplier in one or more of the categories below, engaged in sales to businesses and
institutional customers but may also include sales to the general public:
a) Automotive suppliers;
b) Building suppliers;
c) Catering equipment suppliers;
d) Farming and agricultural suppliers;
e) Industrial clothing and safety equipment suppliers;
f) Landscape suppliers; and
g) Office furniture, equipment and systems suppliers
This definition is included within the Commercial Activities definition grouping.
Urban Zones
means the Living and Business Zones and includes the Airport, Hospital, Port, Ruakaka Equine and
Marsden Primary Centre Zones.
Waste Management Facility
Facility used for receiving waste for transfer, treatment, disposal, or temporary storage. Includes:
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a) refuse transfer stations; and
b) recycling.
Excludes:
a) landfills.
This definition is included within the Industrial Activities definition grouping.
2.

It is also proposed that the following existing definitions in the Operative Whangarei District Plan are
amended as shown below with underline and strikethrough. Definitions highlighted in yellow are listed
in the draft National Planning Standards and may be subject to change depending on t he gazetted
version of the National Planning Standards.

4.2 General Rules of Interpretation
a) …
d) Headings do not affect the interpretation of the Plan; Rule headings inform the interpretation of
rules.
Allotment
means:
1.
a) Any parcel of land under the Land Transfer Act 1952 that is a continuous area and whose
boundaries are shown separately on a survey plan, whether or not:
i. The subdivision shown on the survey plan has been allowed or subdivision approval has
been granted, under another Act; or
ii. A subdivision consent for the subdivision shown on the survey plan has been granted
under the Resource Management Act 1991; or
b) Any parcel of land or building, or part of a building, that is shown or identified separately:
i.

On a survey plan; or

ii.

On a licence within the meaning of Part I of the Companies Amendment Act 1964; or

c) Any unit on a unit plan; or
d) Any parcel of land not subject to the Land Transfer Act 1952.
2. For the purposes of the above, an allotment that is:
a) Subject to the Land Transfer Act 1952 and is comprised in one certificate of title or for which
one certificate of title could be issued under that Act; or
b)

Not subject to that Act and was acquired by its owner under one instrument of conveyance:
• shall be deemed to be a continuous area of land notwithstanding that part of it that is
physically separated from any other part by a road or in any other manner
whatsoever, unless the division of the allotment into such parts has been allowed by
a subdivision consent granted under the Resource Management Act 1991, or by a
subdivision approval under any former enactment relating to the subdivision of land.

3.

For the purposes of Section 1 of this definition, the balance of any land from which any allotment
is being, or has been subdivided is deemed to be an allotment.

4.

For the purposes of the subdivision rules of this Plan, the terms ‘allotment’ and ‘proposed
allotment’ shall mean an allotment either created by, or to be created by the subdivision, unless
the context indicates otherwise.
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Boundary
means the legal perimeter of a site.:
a) In relation to fee simple titles, the site boundary:
i.

In relation to cross-lease titles, the boundary of any restrictive covenant area;

ii.

In relation to unit titles, the boundary of the accessory unit associated with a particular
principal unit.

Building
means any temporary or permanent, movable or immovable structure, including any place, vehicle or
construction used as a place of residence or business or for assembly or storage purposes; but does
not include:
a) A network system owned or operated by a network utility operator whose purpose is to
provide reticulation from a network system to and from individual properties and structures,
including all structures and equipments owned or used by a network utility operator,
provided that a system including any structure or equipment does not exceed 1.5m in
height and has 3m² or less ground coverage; or
b) Any aerial or aerial support structure, clothesline or similar device; or
c) Scaffolding or support work used in the course of the construction process; or
d) A fence or wall, or combination of either, 2m or less in height and where such structures are
constructed adjacent to each other a minimum separation distance of 1m shall apply; or
e) Any tank or pool not exceeding 35,000 litres; or
f)

Any tent or marquee erected on a temporary basis; or

g) Any temporary stack of goods or materials; or
h) Any sign not attached to a building; or
i)

Any structure 300mm or less in height; or

j)

Any structure which is 2.2m or less in height and which has 9m² or less ground coverage. ,or

k) Any artificial crop protection or support structure in the RPZCE.
Bulk Format Retail
Typically a collection of stand alone large retail stores (20 – 50,000 m2 trading floor space in a
cluster or retail node) specialising in comparison shopping (i.e. items not obtained on a frequent
basis). Typical tenants of bulk format retail stores include trade suppliers (e.g. paint, catering,
plumbing, hardware), yard based (e.g. building supplies, garden centres, car sales), bulky
comparison goods (e.g. whiteware, furniture, office products, carpet, bedding), general merchandise
(e.g. hypermarkets, discount stores, homewares, factory outlet clothing stores).
Business Environments Zones
means Business 1, 2, 3 and 4 and the Kamo Activity Precinct the City Centre, Mixed-use, Waterfront,
Commercial, Shopping Centre, Local Commercial, Neighbourhood Commercial, Light Industrial and
Heavy Industrial Zones.
Commercial Activity
means the use of land and buildings for the display, offering, provision, sale or hire of goods, equipment
or services, and includes shops, markets, showrooms, restaurants, take-away food bars, professional,
commercial, and administration offices, service stations, motor vehicle sales, visitor accommodation,
the sale of liquor and parking areas associated with any of the above.
Excluding: Farming
means an activity with the primary purpose of trading in goods, equipment or services.
Comprehensive Development Plan (C.D.P)
A C.D.P. is a plan of proposed development, submitted by an applicant when making a consent
application to utilise the rules of an Overlying Environment within a Future Environment. The
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information to be included within a Comprehensive Development Plan is contained in Rule 48.7 of the
District Plan.
Drive through Facilities
means any part of any fast food or restaurant activity where the product is sold directly to the customer
while in their vehicle. This definition is included within the Commercial Activities definition grouping.
Emergency Services
means the activities of authorities who are responsible for the safety and welfare of people and
property in the community and include fire, ambulance and police services. This definition is included
within the Community Activities definition grouping.
Farming
means any agricultural or horticultural activity having as its primary purpose the commercial production
of any livestock or vegetative matter for human or animal consumption. The production of livestock or
vegetative matter utilises the in situ production capacity of the soil, water and air as a medium for
production.
Farming includes:
a) all types of livestock breeding, cropping, grazing, aquaculture
b) horticulture, including covered cropping as in greenhouses
c) apiaries
d) normal rural practices including associated buildings and structures
e) crop support structures and artificial crop protection
f)

airstrips.

But excludes:
a) Plantation forestry and intensive livestock farming.
b) Equine related activities.
This definition is included within the Rural Production Activities definition grouping.
Farm quarry(ies)
• means the extraction of minerals for uses accessory to farming, horticulture, or forestry,
where:
• the quarried material is used only on the property of extraction;
• no extracted material, including any aggregate is removed from the property of origin; and
• there are no retail or other sales of quarried material.
This definition is included within the Rural Production Activities definition grouping.
Future Environments
These are areas set aside in the Plan to accommodate future growth. Each Future Environment
contains Overlying and Underlying Environments. The Underlying Environment of a Future
Environment is the current zoning of the land. The Overlying Environment(s) indicates potential future
Environment(s). Applicants must make a discretionary resource consent application and provide a
Comprehensive Development Plan of their proposed development (for either a land use or a
subdivision) to enable the rules associated with the Overlying Environment to apply. The Future
Marine Village Environment is a Future Environment, made up of the Environments shown in Figure
48.1.
Gross Floor Area (GFA)
means the sum of the total area of all floors of all areas of a building or buildings on the site (including
any void areas in those floors, such as service shafts or lift or stairwells), including additional floors
above ground level, measured from the exterior faces of the exterior walls or from the centre line of
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walls separating two 2 buildings and, in the absence of a wall on any side, measured to the exterior
edge of the floor. but excluding covered parking areas and covered vehicle loading and unloading
areas.
Ground Level
ground level shall be taken as the level of the ground existing when works associated with any prior
subdivision of the land are completed, but before excavation for new buildings on the land has
commenced.
means:
a)
the actual finished surface level of the ground after the most recent subdivision that
created at least one additional allotment was completed (at the issue of the section 224c
Certificate or the previous legislative requirement), but excludes any excavation or filling
associated with the construction or alteration of a building:
b)

if the ground level cannot be identified under paragraph (a), the existing surface level of
the ground, excluding areas of cut or fill associated with the construction or alteration of
a building:

c)

if in any case under paragraph (a) or (b), a retaining wall or retaining structure is located
on the boundary, the level on the front of the retaining wall or retaining structure where it
intersects the boundary.

Habitable Room
means any room in a residential building unit, visitor accommodation, educational facility, commercial
activity or healthcare facilitywhich is or is likely to be, used for the purposes of teaching or respite care
or used as a rumpus or games room, study, lounge, living room, bedroom,dining room, sitting room,
bedroom or similarly occupied room kitchen or general amusement room.
Hazardous Substance
has the same meaning as in section 2 of the RMA.
means, unless expressly provided otherwise by regulations, any substance:
a) With one or more of the following intrinsic properties:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Explosiveness;
Flammability;
A capacity to oxidise;
Corrosiveness;
Toxicity (including chronic toxicity);
Ecotoxicity, with or without bioaccumulation; or

Which on contact with air or water (other than air or water where the temperature or pressure has
been artificially increased or decreased) generates a substance with any one or more of the
properties specified in paragraph (a) of this definition; or
When discharged to surface water or groundwater, has the potential to deplete oxygen as a result of
microbial decomposition of organic matter (for example, milk).
Health Care Facilities
means facilities relating to the physical and mental health, and the care and welfare of people.
Height
means the vertical distance between ground level at any point and the highest part of the structure
immediately above that point. in relation to a building means one of the following:
a) The vertical distance between the highest part of the building and the average ground level,
being the level of the ground at the external foundations of the building (see Figure 4.A); or
b) The vertical distance between ground level at any point and the highest part of the building
immediately above that point (see Figure 4.B).
For the purpose of calculating height, account shall be taken of parapets, but not of:
a) Aerials, provided that the maximum height of aerials normally permitted by the rules for the
site are not exceeded; or
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b) Chimneys (not exceeding 1.1m in width); or finials, provided that the maximum height normally
permitted by the rules for the Environment is not exceeded by more than 1.5m; or
c) Steeples, turrets, spires or towers located upon Places of Assembly provided the height limit
normally permitted by the rules for the Environment is not exceeded by more than 2.0m.
Figure 4A Above Ground Method
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Figure 4B Rolling Height Method

Home Occupation
means an occupation, or craft, or profession that is ancillary to the residential use of the site and where
the principal operator of the home occupation is a permanent resident on the site. It does not include
panel beating or car wrecking and the activity does not include, before 8am or after 6pm on any day,
the operation of machinery, receiving customers or the loading or unloading of vehicles. The storage
of materials associated with a non-residential activity shall not be visible from a public road or
neighbouring residential property. The generated effects from the scale, hours of operation and the
type of home occupation activity shall not be any different from those of other permitted activities in
the Environment, except in the KMP and KLP where specific provisions apply.
Impervious Area
An area with a surface which prevents or significantly retards the soakage of water into the ground.
Includes:
• roofs
• paved areas including driveways and sealed/compacted metal parking areas, patios
• sealed tennis or netball courts
• sealed and compacted metal roads
• engineered layers such as compacted clay.
• artificial playing surfaces or fields.
Excludes:
• grass and bush areas
• gardens and other landscaped areas
• permeable paving and green roofs
• artificial playing surfaces or fields.
• slatted decks.
Industrial Activity
means the processing, manufacturing, fabricating, packing or storage of goods or other ancillary
activities, and includes servicing and repair activities.
means an activity for the primary purpose of:
a) manufacturing, fabricating, processing, packing, storing, maintaining, or repairing goods; or
b) research laboratories used for scientific, industrial or medical research; or
c) yard-based storage, distribution and logistics activities; or
d) any training facilities for any of the above activities.
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Intensive Livestock Farming
means any intensive farming of animals and/or includes fungi (mushrooms), dependent on a high input
of food or fertiliser from beyond the site and which is predominantly carried out in buildings or outdoor
enclosures where the stocking density precludes the maintenance of pasture or ground cover and
includes pig farming and cattle feedlots. Poultry farming is excluded if it is considered free range in
accordance with the relevant minimum standards outlined in the MAF Animal Welfare (Layer Hens)
Code of Welfare 2005. This definition is included within the Rural Production Activities definition
grouping.
LAeq (Time Averaged Sound Pressure Level)
means the time-averaged, A-weighted sound level measured in decibels (dB). has the same meaning
as ‘time-average A-weighted sound pressure level’ in New Zealand Standard 6801:2008 Measurement
of Environmental Sound.
LAFmax (Maximum Sound Level)
means the maximum, A-frequency-weighted, fast-time-weighted sound level, in decibels (dB), in a
given measurement period. has the same meaning as the ‘maximum A-frequency weighted, F-time
weighted sound pressure level’ in New Zealand Standard 6801:2008 Measurement of Environmental
Sound.
LCpeak (C-Weighted Pressure Level)
means the peak instantaneous C-weighted pressure level recorded during the measurement period.
The “peak” level is not RMS averaged within the measurement circuitry of the sound level meter and
therefore can appear much higher than other levels of instantaneous noise levels such as LAFmax. has
the same meaning as ‘Peak sound pressure level’ in New Zealand Standard 6801:2008 Measurement
of Environmental Sound.
Ldn (Day/Night Level)
means the day-night sound level which is calculated from the 24 hour L Aeq with a 10 dB penalty applied
to the night-time (2200-0700 hours) LAeq to account for potentially increased annoyance during this
time. has the same meaning as the ‘Day night level, or day-night average sound level’ in New Zealand
Standard 6801:2008 Measurement of Environmental Sound.
Living Environments Zones
means Living 1, 2, and 3, Kamo Medium Density Living Precinct, Kamo Low Density Living
means the Residential, Low-density Residential, Medium-density Residential and High-density
Residential Zones.
Metal Working
includes the smelting, casting, milling, forging, turning, die casting, machining, pressing, tumbling,
drawing, rolling and galvanising electroplating, grinding of metal or related activities.
Minor Residential Unit
means a self-contained residential unit that is ancillary to the principal residential unit and is held in
common ownership with the principal residential unit on the same site, which can be attached to the
principal building or be a detached stand-alone building. residential unit located no more than 15.0
metres from another residential unit on the same site/lot with a gross floor area of no more than
70.0m2, excluding the gross floor area used exclusively for the storage of motor vehicles in association
with the minor residential unit. This definition is included within the Residential Activities definition
grouping.
Multi Unit Development
means development of three or more principal residential units on a site within the Medium-density
Residential or High-density Residential Zones.
Noise Sensitive Activities
means those activities that involve habitation of people within which concentration (of thoughts) is
required and includes residential units, residential institutions, marae, hospitals , health care facilities
and education facilities, excluding Airport staff and aviation training facilities or aero clubs (other than
airport staff training facilities).
Outdoor Living Court
means an area of outdoor open space which may be either permeable or impervious or a
combination of both and includes including balconies, recessed balconies, decks and roof terraces,
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available for the exclusive use of the occupants of the residential unit to which the space is allocated,
that has direct access to a main living area space and that does not contain structures that would
impede its use for outdoor living purposes.
Overlying Environment
An Overlying Environment indicates the proposed environment (or proposed environments), of any
Future Environment. The Overlying Environment will have been defined in a strategic land use study,
either undertaken by council or privately initiated. In order to utilise the provisions of the Overlying
Environment, an applicant must make an application for a resource consent (either subdivision or land
use), and provide a Comprehensive Development Plan of the proposal. Rules relating to Overlying
Environments apply as though they are the rules of that Environment in the assessment of the C.D.P.
unless the Plan specifically provides otherwise.
Pedestrian Network
means the Primary Pedestrian Network and Secondary Pedestrian Network as shown on the District
Planning Maps within the Kamo Walkability Environment.
Place of Assembly
means any land or buildings used principally for public or private assembly of people, worship,
educational, recreational, social, ceremonial and spiritual activities; for meditation and functions of a
community character; and includes churches, church halls, church yards and marae complex facilities
for the wellbeing of the community, generally on a not for profit basis. Includes:
a) Arts and cultural centres (including art galleries and museums);
b) Places of worship;
c) Community centres;
d) Halls;
e) Libraries;
f) Marae;
g) Citizens advice bureaux;
h) Justice facilities; and
i) Visitor information centres.
Excludes:
a) Entertainment facilities; and
b) Care centres.
This definition is included within the Community Activities definition grouping.
Plantation Forestry
means the ongoing management of trees or stands of trees, for the production of timber or timber
related products, and includes planting, pruning, felling, and removal of trees from the site but does
not involve the processing of timber. This definition is included within the Rural Production Activities
definition grouping.
Residential Activity
means the use or occupation of land and buildings by people for the primary purpose of living
accommodation, where the occupiers voluntarily intend to live at the site for a period of one month or
more, and includes accessory buildings and leisure activities directly associated with the residential
activity. It also means the occupation of land or buildings for the purpose of living accommodation on
a temporary basis (i.e. up to one month) where the accommodation is ancillary to the predominant use
or activity on the site, and involves up to six people only, such as bed and breakfast, farmstay or
homestay accommodation. For the purposes of this definition, residential activity therefore includes
rest homes (Geriatric Care facilities), guesthouses, apartments, emergency and refuge
accommodation, domestic pastimes and activities associated with residential accommodation. The
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definition of residential activity therefore does not include motels or hotels; backpakers, bed and
breakfast, farmstay or homestay accommodation, for more than six people; which are commercial
activities.
Residential Unit
means a building or part of a building that is used for a residential activity exclusively by one household,
and must include sleeping, cooking, bathing and toilet facilities. group a buildings, room or group of
rooms, with associated services and facilities, designed, used or intended to be used separately or in
conjunction with each other as a single independent and separate household unit for a Residential
Activity. This includes baches or other similar private holiday accommodation but excludes temporary
Activities. This definition is included within the Residential Activities definition grouping.
Retail Activity
means land and/or buildings from which goods, merchandise, or equipment or services are sold,
exposed, displayed or offered for sale or direct hire to the public and includes: a market; a showroom;
a banking chamber (being that part of a bank which includes all the teller areas and all areas to which
the public generally has access); off-licensed premises; and betting premises, but does not include a
service station, motor vehicle sales and service premises or a restaurant, café and other eatery places.
This definition is included within the Commercial Activities definition grouping.
Retirement Village Premises
has the same meaning as in section 226A of the RMA.
Part of any property, building, or other premises that contains 2 or more residential units that provide,
or are intended to provide, residential accommodation together with shared services or facilities, or
both, predominantly for persons in their retirement, or persons in their retirement and their spouses or
partners, or both, and for which the residents pay, or agree to pay, a capital sum return for their right
to live in the place. As well as a lump sum, a "capital sum" can also mean periodical payments, if the
payments are substantially more than would be paid to cover rent and such services or facilities for
the relevant period. A retirement village is centrally managed and includes common areas and facilities
to which residents of the retirement village have access under their occupation right agreements.
Rural ZonesEnvironments
means the Rural Production Countryside, Strategic Rural Industries, Rural Village, Rural Living and
Rural (Urban Expansion) ZonesEnvironments.
Seasonal Activity
means the following activities:
a) The harvesting, picking, pruning or planting of primary produce on a temporary seasonal
basis; or
b)

Forestry, including the storage of harvested timber with in forest plantation sites (whether
recently harvested or not) and the transport of raw logs with the processing or packing of
primary produce and harvested timber not constituting seasonal activities for the purposes
of this definition.

This definition is included within the Rural Production Activities definition grouping.
Sensitive Activities
means, childcare and education facilities, Residential Activity , hospitals, Health Care Facilities and
Retirement Village Premises.
SetbBack
means the distance between a structure or activity and the boundary of its site, or other feature
specified in the Plan. horizontal distance between a building and a water body, boundary or frontage
of its site. For the purposes of this definition, intrusions of eaves or guttering of up to 800mm are
excluded, except where an eave would overhang an easement or a boundary.
Shared Access
means any access that is used by two or more lots, principal residential units or commercial or
industrial activities and includes any access lot.
Site
means:
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a)

an area of land comprised in a single computer freehold register (record of title as per Land
Transfer Act 2017); or

b)

an area of land which comprises two or more adjoining legally defined allotments in such a
way that the allotments cannot be administered separately without the prior consent of the
Council; or

c)

the land comprised in a single allotment or balance area on an approved survey plan of
subdivision for which a separate computer freehold register could be issued without further
consent of the Council; or

d)

in the case of land subdivided under the Unit Title Act 1972 or the cross lease system, a site
is deemed to be the whole of the land subject to the unit development or cross lease; or

e)

an area of adjacent land comprised in two or more computer freehold registers where an
activity is occurring or proposed.

means an area of land or volume of space, shown on a plan with defined boundaries, and includes:
1)
a) Land which is:
i. Comprised in a single allotment or other legally defined parcel of land, and held in a
single certificate of title; or
ii. Comprised in a single allotment or legally defined parcel of land for which separate title
cannot be issued without further consent of the council; or
b) An area of land which is comprised of two or more adjoining certificates of title where
such titles are:
i. Subject to a condition imposed under Section 80 of the Building Act 2004; or
ii. Held together in such a way that they cannot be dealt with separately without the prior
consent of the council;
2)

or
In the case of land subdivided under the cross lease or company lease systems (other than strata
titles), an area of land containing:
a) A building for residential or business purposes with any accessory building, plus any land
exclusively restricted to the users of those buildings; or
b) A remaining share or shares in the fee simple creating a vacant part of the whole for future
cross lease or company lease purposes; or

3)

In the case of land subdivided under the Unit Titles Act 1972 (other than strata titles), site shall
mean an area of land containing a principal unit or proposed unit on a unit plan, together with its
accessory units; or

4)

In the case of strata titles, site shall mean the underlying certificates of title, immediately prior to
subdivision.

Site shall also include the access to the site.
Strategic Rural Industries
means industrial activities that require a rural location because of factors such as access to resources
or the large area of land required for the operation of the activity. Strategic Rural Industries are
significant at a regional or national scale rather than solely at a district level due to the area they supply;
the investment in infrastructure required for the establishment of the activity or their contribution of the
economy. Within the District Plan the term is applied specifically to the Strategic Rural Industries
ZoneEnvironment and does not include strategic industries located within urban areas with specialized
business or industrial functions such as Port Marsden or the Marsden Point Oil Refinery.
Subdivision
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means:
a) The division of an allotment:
i.

By an application to the Registrar-General of Land a District Land Registrar for the
issue of a separate certificate of title for any part of the allotment; or

ii.

By the disposition by way of sale or offer for sale of the fee simple to part of the
allotment; or

iii.

By a lease of part of the allotment which, including renewals, is or could be for a term
of 35 20 years or longer (unless that part of the allotment is in the coastal marine
area, and that lease is allowed for a term of 20 years or longer by a coastal permit or
by a rule in a regional coastal plan); or

iv.

By the grant of a company lease or cross lease in respect to any part of the
allotment; or

v.

By (the deposit of a unit plan or) an application to the Registrar-General of Land a
District Land Registrar for the issue of a separate certificate of title for any part of a
unit on a unit plan; or

b) An application to the Registrar-General of Land a District Land Registrar for the issue of a
separate certificate of title in circumstances where the issue of that certificate of title is
prohibited by section 226, and the term "subdivide land" has a corresponding meaning.
Supermarket
A self-service store selling mainly food, typically with a gross floor area of up to 6,500 square metres,
with supporting car parking..
Underlying Environment
An Underlying Environment is the existing (or current) Environment of any Future Environment at the
time that the Future Environment is created. Permitted activities, as defined in the existing
Environment continue to be permitted when this Environment becomes an Underlying Environment of
a Future Environment. Rules relating to Underlying Environments are applied as though they are the
rules of that Environment, unless the Plan specifically provides otherwise.
Urban Area
means the area of the District comprising the Urban Zones. Refers to areas that are considered ‘urban’
in the context of this chapter (and the wider District Plan), refers t o both Living and Business
Environments including areas zoned as Living and Business Environments in coastal and rural
settlements.
Visitor Accommodation
means short stay accommodation such as short stay apartments, hotels, motels, hostels or boarding
houses. means land and/or buildings used primarily for accommodating non-residents, subject to a
tariff being paid. This definition is included within the Commercial Activities definition grouping.
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Appendix 2: Scheduled Activities
Scheduled Activity Nos. 4 and 5
1.

Scheduled Activity No. 4 applies to several sites on Riverside Drive which are zoned as Town Basin
Environment. Figure 1 below shows Scheduled Activity No. 4 outlined in red:

Figure 1: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 4

2.

Scheduled Activity No. 4 states:
Notwithstanding the conditions as set out in Rule 40.4.3, 43.4.3 the setback from Mean High Water Springs
is to be 9.0 metres.

3.

Scheduled Activity No. 5 applies to several sites on Cameron St: which are zoned as Business 2
Environment. Figure 2 below shows Scheduled Activity No. 5 outlined in red:

Figure 2: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 5
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4.

Scheduled Activity No. 5 states:
Notwithstanding the conditions as set out in Rule 40.4.3, the setback from Mean High Water Springs is to
be the waterside edge of the footprint of the buildings, as they existed on these sites as at 1 June 2003.

5.

The Urban Plan Changes propose to delete Scheduled Activity Nos. 4 and 5 and rezone the Scheduled
Activity No. 4 sites as Waterfront Zone (WZ) and the Scheduled Activity No. 5 sites as Commercial
Zone.

6.

Within the proposed WZ the setback from MHWS is 10m. The 10m setback is proposed to ensure that
sufficient space is retained for future walkway/esplanade areas while still enabling development within
sites adjacent to the water. This results in an increased setback of 1m for the Scheduled Activity No. 4
sites. It is considered that this is not overly restrictive and it is more efficient to maintain a consistent
setback across the entire WZ. Any existing buildings that are within 10m of MHWS will have existing
use rights.

7.

Scheduled Activity No. 5 essentially repeats s10 of the RMA which provides for existing use rights, and
is therefore considered redundant. In accordance with the s32 evaluation it is considered that the most
appropriate method of addressing Scheduled Activity No. 5 is to remove it from the WDP provisions and
rely on s10 of the RMA. This will assist in streamlining and simplifying the District Plan.
Scheduled Activities Nos. 7, 8 and 29

8.

Scheduled Activity No. 7 applies to Section 26 SO 322547 on McEwan Road. The site is zoned as
Business 4 Environment. Figure 3 below shows Scheduled Activity No. 7 outlined in red:

Figure 3: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 7
9.

Scheduled Activity No. 7 states:
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The rules and performance standards of the Business 4 Environment are applicable subject to the following
further condition:
1. Any commencement of construction of any buildings, or the commencement of an activity on this land
which would in either case if undertaken in the Rural Countryside Environment require resource consent,
shall necessitate the establishment of a 10 metre landscaping area along the western boundary of this
land, so as to provide an effective visual screen of such development from the land zoned Rural
Countryside Environment, immediately to the west, with such landscaping, following planting, to be
maintained continuously thereafter.

10. Scheduled Activity No. 8 applies to Section 38 Block VII Ruakaka Survey District and Lot 1 DP 335557
on McEwan Road. The sites are zoned as Business 4 Environment. Figure 4 below shows Scheduled
Activity No. 8 outlined in red:

Figure 4: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 8

11.

Scheduled Activity No. 8 states:
The rules and performance standards of the Business 4 Environment are applicable subject to the following
further condition:
1. Any commencement of construction of any buildings, or the commencement of an activity on this land
which would in either case if undertaken in the Rural Countryside Environment require resource consent,
shall necessitate the establishment of a 10 metre landscaping area along the western boundary of this
land, so as to provide an effective visual screen of such development from the land zoned Rur al
Countryside Environment, immediately to the west, with such landscaping, following planting, to be
maintained continuously thereafter.
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12. Scheduled Activity No. 29 applies to several sites on Pipiwai Road. The sites are zoned as a mixture
of Business 2 Environment and Open Space Environment. Figure 5 below shows Scheduled Activity
No. 29 outlined in red:

Figure 5: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 29

13.

Scheduled Activity No. 29 states:
The rules and the performance standards of the Business 2 Zone are applicable, subject to the following
exception:
1. On the boundary of any land zoned Urban Transition or Living Environment except where it abuts the
North Auckland Railway Line a 20 metre landscaped setback is required. Any subdivision or construction
of any building on this land shall necessitate the establishment of this setback. It shall require the
establishment of this landscaping area so as to provide an effective visual screen of any development
within this Business 2 Zone from the Urban Transition and Living Environments beyond within the
Business 2 the landscaping following planting is to be maintained continuously thereafter. No structures,
outdoor storage or signage is allowed in the setback area

14.

The Urban Plan Changes propose to delete Scheduled Activities Nos. 7, 8 and 29 and to rezone the
subject sites as Light Industrial Zone (LI) (with the existing Open Space Environment within Scheduled
Activity No. 29 remaining as Open Space). The proposed LI rules would require a 2m wide landscape
strip along these same boundaries and would require any industrial activity to be setback at least 30m
from the Rural Production Environment and the Urban Transition Environment (to be renamed the Lowdensity Residential Zone). Additionally, the LI generally provides for lighter industrial activities than the
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Business 4 Environment, and therefore may result in less noxious or offensive activities being
established near these boundaries.

15.

The option of retaining Scheduled Activities Nos. 7, 8 and 29 was considered as Scheduled Activities
Nos. 7, 8 and 29 do provide for increased landscape strips to reduce adverse effects on adjacent sites.
However, the proposed LI provisions are considered appropriate to manage adverse effects. There are
several other situations where the LI is proposed to be located adjacent to more sensitive zones and as
such having these site-specific landscape requirements is not considered justified. It was considered
to apply a 10m landscape requirement across the LI; however, this is too restrictive, particularly on some
of the smaller sites within the LI.

16.

In accordance with the s32 evaluation it is considered that the most appropriate method of addressing
Scheduled Activities Nos. 7, 8 and 29 is to remove them from the WDP provisions and to rely on the
proposed LI provisions to manage adverse effects. This will assist in streamlining and simplifying the
District Plan.
Scheduled Activity No. 9

17.

Scheduled Activity No. 9 applies to several sites within One Tree Point. The area is zoned as
Countryside Environment with Future Environment overlays. Figure 6 below shows Scheduled Activity
No. 9 outlined in red:

Figure 6: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 9
18.

Scheduled Activity No. 9 provides for the following:
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•

Exceptions to the Countryside Environment Rules regarding temporary non-commercial
accommodation in buildings and in tents or caravans and educational, social, cultural, sporting,
recreational and religious pursuits using indoor and outdoor facilities.

•

Exception to the car parking requirements whereby parking will be provided for according to the
standards set for a ‘place of assembly’ and that car parking and layout standards are not to apply
to such car parks so that they may be located on grass surfaces without being marked.

•

Exemption from Rule 38.3.6 (traffic movements).

•

Exceptions regarding noise limits.

•

Exceptions for residential units to be provided for staff accommodation, camp attendees and
temporary accommodation.

•
19.

Exceptions that allows for a gymnasium with certain specifications to be built.

The Urban Plan Changes propose to delete Scheduled Activity No. 9 and rezone the sites as Mediumdensity Residential Zone (MDR).

20.

Within the scheduled activity area, the Marsden Bay Christian Camp has been established which
comprises a range of accommodation including bunk rooms, family rooms, cabins and tent and caravan
sites with ablutions. The established activities within the sit es have existing use rights to continue
operating under s10 of the RMA. Residential sites have also been developed within the Scheduled
Activity Area and are not appropriate to be subject to the Scheduled Activity.

21.

Within the area surrounding Scheduled Activity No. 9 it is proposed to expand the residential zoning to
provide for additional residential development in proximity to the Marsden Bay Christian Camp. It is
considered that any expansion of the camp beyond the existing use rights should be subject to the
proposed MDR provisions to manage adverse effects on surrounding residential activities.

22.

Therefore, in accordance with the s32 evaluation it is considered that the most appropriate method of
addressing Scheduled Activity No. 9 is to remove it from the WDP provisions and to instead rely on s10
of the RMA and the proposed MDR provisions. This will assist in streamlining and simplifying the District
Plan.
Scheduled Activity No. 10

23.

Scheduled Activity No. 10 applies to Allot 451 Town of Grahamtown on Beach Road. The site is zoned
as Living 1 Environment (with a portion of the site being unzoned). Figure 7 below shows Scheduled
Activity No. 10 outlined in red:
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Figure 7: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 10
24.

Scheduled Activity No. 10 provides for:
•

Building coverage of 35% for residential buildings plus 5% for decks and structures.

•

Reduced building setbacks from roads and Mean High Water Springs.

•

Site specific building height in relation to boundary limits.

•

Landscape requirements between buildings and Beach Road.

•

Buildings being a prohibited activity within “Area B” (which is not defined anywhere).

25.

The Urban Plan Changes propose to delete Scheduled Activity No. 10 and rezone the site as MDR.

26.

There is an existing building on the site. The reduced building setbacks provided for in Scheduled
Activity No. 10 essentially repeats s10 of the RMA which provides for existing use rights, and is therefore
considered redundant.

27.

It is unclear what “Area B” in the scheduled activity is referring to and therefore the provision relating to
Area B is considered inefficient and ineffective.

28.

The more restrictive rules regarding building coverage and landscaping help manage adverse effects.
However, it is considered that adverse effects that may be enabled by the proposed MDR rules would
be no more than minor in this location.
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29.

Therefore, in accordance with the s32 evaluation it is considered that the most appropriate method of
addressing Scheduled Activity No. 10 is to remove it from the WDP provisions and to instead rely on
s10 of the RMA and the proposed MDR provisions. This will assist in streamlining and simplifying the
District Plan.
Scheduled Activity No. 13

30.

Scheduled Activity No. 10 applies to the Marsden Point Oil Refinery. The site is zoned as Business 4
Environment. Figure 8 below shows Scheduled Activity No. 13 outlined in red:

Figure 8: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 13

31.

Scheduled Activity No. 13 states:
Activities Generally
Any activity is a permitted activity provided that it takes place in the Oil Refinery Overlay Area that is related
to the primary function of the oil refinery site. For the purpose of this rule the primary function is defined as
a function that contributes to the safe, efficient and economic running of the Oil Refinery, and includes the
operation of storage and fuel tanks, process plants, cogeneration plants and associated transmission lines,
offices, support and community activities, visitor centres, canteens/cafes and residential dwellings
associated with the refinery, and facilities catering to the needs of staff and visitors.
Aerials and Aerial Support Structures
The diameter of an aerial or aerial support structure is unlimited as a permitted activity in the Oil Refinery
Overlay Area.
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32.

The Urban Plan Changes propose to delete Scheduled Activity No. 13 and rezone the sites as Heavy
Industrial Zone (HI) with a site-specific Oil Refinery Precinct (ORP). The proposed provisions of the ORP
essentially replace Scheduled Activity No. 13.

33.

The use of a Precinct rather than a Scheduled Activity is more consistent with the draft Standards and
is considered more transparent for users of the district plan. In accordance with the s32 evaluation it is
considered that the most appropriate method of addressing Scheduled Activity No. 13 is to remove it
from the WDP provisions and replace it with a site-specific precinct. The proposed precinct is discussed
in more detail in Part J of the s32 Report.
Scheduled Activity No. 17

34.

Scheduled Activity No. 17 applies to Lot 3 DP 195780 and Part Kopenui Block. The site is zoned as
Living 3 Environment. Figure 9 below shows Scheduled Activity No. 17 outlined in red:

Figure 9: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 17
35.

Scheduled Activity No. 17 states:
The rules and performance standards of the Living 3 Environment are applicable subject to the following
exception:
a) There shall be no controlled subdivision activities on Lot 3 DP 195780 and part Kopenui Block.
b) Subdivision located on Lot 3 DP 195780 and Part Kopenui Block is a restricted discretionary activity.
Discretion is restricted to:
1. The matters over which control is reserved;
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2. The development of an appropriate landscape plan, with particular regard to be had to the landscape
values of the steep and natural bush and stream areas on the properties.

36.

The Urban Plan Changes propose to delete Scheduled Activity No. 17 and rezone the sites as
Residential Zone (RES).

37.

Plan Change 114 (PC114) recently included operative Outstanding Natural Landscape (ONL) and
Feature (ONF) overlays into the WDP along with associated provisions in the Landscapes and Features
Chapter (LAN). The subject site was included as part of PC114 and contains areas of ONL and ONF as
shown in Figure 10 below.

Figure 10: District Plan Resource Area Map Showing PC114 ONL and ONF area within subject site

38.

Under the operative LAN provisions any subdivision within the ONF or ONL overlay would require
consent as a discretionary activity and the suite of LAN objectives and policies would need to be
considered. Having just gone through the plan change process it is considered that the operative LAN
provisions are a more appropriate method of managing landscape values within the site. Therefore, in
accordance with the s32 evaluation it is considered that the most appropriate method of addressing
Scheduled Activity No. 17 is to remove it from the WDP provisions and rely instead on the recently
introduced LAN provisions.
Scheduled Activity No. 18

39.

Scheduled Activity No. 18 applies to Lots 1 and 2 DP 465547. The sites are zoned as Business 2
Environment. Figure 11 below shows Scheduled Activity No. 18 outlined in red:
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Figure 11: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 18
40.

Scheduled Activity No. 18 states:
Activities Generally
That part of the property being Lot 3 DP 152653 shown highlighted as a “Transportation corridor” on Map
16E and 55E within the Business 2 Environment is a Transportation corridor within which a Power Station
Service Corridor will be permitted.
Noise
The noise standards in the corridor of that part of property being Lot 3 DP 152653 shown highlighted as
“Transportation Corridor” will be those which apply in the Business 4 Environment.

41.

It is noted that the legal description of Lot 3 DP 152653 within Scheduled Activity No. 18 is incorrect as
this legal description does not exist. Additionally, it is unclear what is meant by the area “highlighted as
Transportation Corridor” as there is no indication of this on the WDP Environment Maps. Therefore,
determining where exactly the Scheduled Activity provisions apply is difficult.

42.

The Urban Plan Changes propose to delete Scheduled Activity No. 18 and to rezone the sites to LI.

43.

Within the Scheduled Activity provisions, it states that a “Power Station Service Corridor” will be
permitted. However, there is no definition within the WDP, or any reference, detailing what a power
station service corridor is. Therefore, it is unclear what the Scheduled Activity is providing for in this
respect. The sites do contain National Grid Lines and Northpower Critical Overhead Lines on the District
Plan Environment Maps. There are rules pertaining to these assets within the CEL and NTW Chapters
of the WDP. Additionally, there is nothing in the proposed LI that would specifically restrict network utility
type activities. It is considered that the ‘activities generally’ portion of Scheduled Activity No. 18 is
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inefficient and ineffective as it is unclear what it means, and the infrastructure within the sites is better
managed by the CEL and NTW chapters.

44.

With regard to the ‘noise’ portion of Scheduled Activity No. 18, the Busines s 2 and Business 4
Environments have the same noise standards (except for a slight increase in noise levels that are
permitted for emergency generator testing in the Business 4 Environment). Therefore, Scheduled
Activity No. 18 does not provide for exemptions or changes to the underlying Environment rules with
respect to noise.

45.

In accordance with the s32 evaluation it is considered that the most appropriate method of addressing
Scheduled Activity No. 18 is to remove it from the WDP provisions and rezone the sites to LI and rely
on the CEL and NTW chapters of the WDP.
Scheduled Activities Nos. 19 and 20

46.

Scheduled Activity No. 19 applies to Lot 3 DP 174191. The site is zoned as Living 1 Environment and
comprises St Francis Xavier Catholic Primary School. Figure 12 below shows Scheduled Activity No.
19 outlined in red:

Figure 12: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 19

47.

Scheduled Activity No. 19 states:
Traffic movements are a permitted activity when associated with the primary school activities (St Francis
Xavier School, Percy Street, Whangarei) on properties contained in Certificates of Title 528/15 and 527/3
being part Lot 15 Deeds Plan 532 and part Allotment 2 Parish of Whangarei.
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48.

Scheduled Activity No. 20 applies to Los 1 and 2 DP 524165. The sites are zoned as Living 3
Environment and comprise Pompallier Catholic College. Figure 13 below shows Scheduled Activity No.
20 outlined in red:

Figure 13: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 20
49.

Scheduled Activity No. 20 states:
Traffic movements are a permitted activity when associated with intermediate or secondary school activities
(Pompallier College, State Highway 14, Whangarei) on the property contained in Certificate of Title Lot 1 DP
80724.

50.

The Urban Plan Changes propose to delete Scheduled Activities Nos. 19 and 20 and to rezone the No.
19 site to MDR and the No. 20 sites to RES.

51.

Proposed Plan Change 134 (PC134) has recently been notified and is going through the plan change
process. As part of PC134, two new designations are proposed for the Scheduled Activities Nos. 19 and
20 sites to provide for the education activities occurring within the site and to manage the scale and
nature of the activities. It is considered that the designation approach is a more efficient and effective
method of providing for the activities than the current Scheduled Activities. Therefore, in accordance
with the s32 evaluation it is considered that the most appropriate method of addressing Scheduled
Activities Nos. 19 and 20 is to remove them from the WDP provisions and rely instead on designations.
Scheduled Activity No. 21
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52.

Scheduled Activity No. 21 applies to several sites located on High Street and Kotata Rise. The sites are
zoned as Business 2 Environment. Figure 14 below shows Scheduled Activity No. 21 outlined in red:

Figure 14: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 21
53.

Scheduled Activity No. 21 provides for the following exceptions to the Business 2 Environment:
•

A controlled activity threshold for retail, industrial or office accommodation activities up to 2,500m2
GFA with control limited to access and effects on State Highway 1.

•

A restricted discretionary activity threshold for retail, industrial or office accommodation activities
between 2,500m2 and 140,000m2 GFA with discretion restricted to access and effects on State
Highway 1.

•

A discretionary activity threshold for retail, industrial or office accommodation activities exceeding
140,000m2 GFA.

•

A requirement to provide a Traffic Impact Assessment where consent is required pursuant to the
Scheduled Activity rules.

•

Financial Contribution requirements for restricted discretionary or discretionary activities .

•

Clarification that the New Zealand Transport Agency will be considered an affected person where
consent is required pursuant to the Scheduled Activity rules.

•

Exceptions to the noise levels that are permitted within the Scheduled Activity.
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•

Landscaping conditions relating to a “landscape mitigation plan” and a “buffer area”.

•

Any subdivision within the Scheduled Activity is a restricted discretionary activity provided that a
Traffic Impact Assessment and a Landscape Planting and Management Plan are provided. Where
either or both of these are not provided, subdivision is a non-complying activity.

54.

The Urban Plan Changes propose to delete Scheduled Activity No. 21 and rezone the sites a mixture
of MDR and LI. The existing Scheduled Activity is not considered appropriate for the following reasons:
•

Retail, industrial and office activities: It is not considered appropriate to retain these exemptions
within the proposed MDR portion of the Scheduled Activity. The MDR portion has been identified
as being more appropriate for residential development and these non-residential activities are
considered to be more appropriately managed by the proposed MDR provisions. Within the
proposed LI Chapter, retail, industrial and office activities are provided for up to a certain scale
and nature. It is considered appropriate to rely on the proposed LI provisions as they provide for
a more suitable range of activities while also enabling flexibility for any future development.

•

Traffic Impact Assessment: It is considered that the proposed provisions under Plan Change 109
(PC109) which require Integrated Transport Assessments for activities of a certain scale are
sufficient to manage any adverse effects.

•

Financial contributions: The Local Government Act 2002 prevents Council from requiring a
development contribution to the extent that it has already imposed a financial contribution for the
same purpose. Financial contributions have generally been phased out of the WDP in favour of
development contributions. Therefore, this method is no longer considered appropriate.

•

NZTA as an affected person: It is considered more appropriate to rely on section 95E of the RMA
to determine if a person is an affected person based on the activity that is applied for.

•

Noise Levels: The Urban Plan Changes propose consequential amendments to the operative
noise rules as discussed in section 6 of this s32 Report. It is considered that the noise levels
proposed within the LI are appropriate to apply across the entire LI. There is MDR zoning
proposed in proximity to the LI zoning within the site and the proposed noise levels will assist in
managing adverse effects on any residential activities.

•

Landscaping: It is unclear what is meant by the “landscape mitigation plan” and “buffer area” that
are referred to in the Scheduled Activity. It is unclear how this provision would be implemented or
enforced as there is no identifiable “landscape mitigation plan” or “buffer area”. Therefore, this
provision is not considered effective or efficient. The proposed LI rules would require a 2m wide
landscape strip along Residential Zone boundaries and would require any industrial activity to be
setback at least 30m from a Residential Zone. These provisions are considered to be appropriate.

•

Subdivision: There has already been subdivision within the Scheduled Activity which has
fragmented the sites. Within the largest remaining sites (Lot 1 DP 96485 and Lot 37 DP 525547)
the proposed provisions under PC109 would require restricted discretionary or discretionary
consent for any subdivision of the sites and would require an Integrated Transport Assessment
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to be provided as part of the application. In terms of the requirement for the landscape mitigation
plan it is unclear what buffer area this is meant to relate to and there are no identified Outstanding
Natural Landscapes or Features within the Scheduled Activity area. As discussed above it is
considered that the propose LI provisions managing landscaping and setbacks adjacent to Living
Zones are sufficient to manage effects.

55.

In accordance with the s32 evaluation it is considered that the most appropriate method of addressing
Scheduled Activity No. 21 is to remove it from the WDP provisions and to rezone the sites a mixture of
MDR and LI and rely on the proposed provisions under those zones to manage adverse effects.
Scheduled Activity No. 22

56.

Scheduled Activity No. 22 applies to Lot 1 DP 371106 located on One Tree Point Road. The sites are
zoned as Business 3 Environment. Figure 15 below shows Scheduled Activity No. 22 outlined in orange:

Figure 15: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 22
57.

Scheduled Activity No. 22 provides for the comprehensive development of the site at One Tree Point.
The Scheduled Activity requires all subdivision and development to apply for non-complying resource
consent prior to the approval of a comprehensive development plan. The scheduled activity describes
a restricted discretionary activity process for proposals following the approval of a comprehensive
development plan.

58.

The site has been developed as a small commercial centre for Marsden Cove, with development being
approved via consent processes.

59.

The Urban Plan Changes propose to delete Scheduled Activity No. 21 and rezone the site LC. The LC
provides for the future development of the site consistent with the existing consented activities. The
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Scheduled Activity is not considered appropriate because it describes a consenting process no longer
required.
Scheduled Activity No. 27

60.

Scheduled Activity No. 27 applies to several sites located on Marsden Point Road. The sites are zoned
as Business 2 and 4 Environments. Figure 16 below shows Scheduled Activity No. 27 outlined in red:

Figure 16: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 27
61.

Scheduled Activity No. 27 provides for the following exceptions to the Business 4 Environment:
•

Buildings are required to be setback 10m from the artificial lakes within the Scheduled Activity
rather than the 5m setback required under the Business 4 Environment.

•

Wharves, jetties, boardwalks, overheight fences and signs are not be subject to any setbacks
from the man-made lake(s) and require consent as a controlled activity.

•

The Business 4 Environment 20m building setback from any Open Space Environment is reduced
to 10m.
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•

The Business 4 Environment 20m outdoor areas of storage and stockpiles setback from any Open
Space Environment is reduced to 5m.

•

A “Landscape Impact Assessment” must be provided where the above setbacks are breached.

•

There is an additional exemption within Scheduled Activity No. 27 stating that “the area for
ancillary retail activity on Business 4 land shall not exceed 100m2 gross floor area”. However, it is
not clear if this is on a per site basis or across the entire Business 4 Environment within the
Scheduled Activity. It is also not clear what the activity status is if the limit is complied with or if it
is breached. Additionally, the Business 4 Environment already provides for retail activities up to
100m2 GFA as a permitted activity. It is unclear how this exemption is meant to be interpreted
and enforced and how it differs from the underlying zoning.

62.

The Urban Plan Changes propose to delete Scheduled Activity No. 27 and rezone the sites a mixture
of LI and HI. The existing Scheduled Activity is not considered appropriate for the following reasons:
•

The proposed Urban Plan Changes do not manage building or structure setbacks from artificial
lakes. Provisions requiring setbacks from waterbodies and the coast are intended to preserve
future availability of esplanade reserves, providing access space for waterbody maintenance and
flood protection. These aspects are not considered relevant for private artificial lakes and
therefore it is not considered appropriate to require building setbacks from artificial lakes.

•

Only the proposed HI is adjacent to the Open Space Environment. A 20m setback from the Open
Space Environment for buildings and outdoor areas of storage and stockpiles has been assessed
as appropriate for the proposed HI (see Part 9 of this Report). Any existing buildings within the
Scheduled Activity will have existing use rights; however, it is considered more appropriate to
require consent for any new buildings or alterations of buildings that do not comply with the HI
20m setback and to assess the application on its merits. The proposed HI provisions require a
2m wide landscaped strip adjacent to the Open Space Environment boundary.

•

The exemption regarding retail activities is considered to be unclear, inefficient and ineffective for
the reasons discussed above. However, it is noted that within the proposed HI, ancillary retail
activities up to 100m 2 GFA per site are provided for as a permitted activity.

63.

In accordance with the s32 evaluation it is considered that the most appropriate method of addressing
Scheduled Activity No. 27 is to remove it from the WDP provisions and to rezone the sites a mixture of
LI and HI and rely on the proposed provisions under those zones to manage effects.
Scheduled Activity No. 28

64.

Scheduled Activity No. 28 applies to Lots 2 and 3 DP 8872 located at the corner of Kauika Road and
Maunu Road. The sites are zoned as Business 3 Environment. Figure 17 below shows Scheduled
Activity No. 28:
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Figure 17: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 28

65.

Scheduled Activity No. 28 enables development of the location within the Business 3 provisions with an
additional requirement to gain vehicular access from Kauika Road with no vehicular access allowed
from Maunu Road. The Scheduled Activity does not alter the potential activity status for development
or subdivision.

66.

70 Maunu Road has an existing commercial service activity onsite, while 68 Maunu Road has an existing
residential activity. Both properties have existing access and vehicle crossings. The proposed
Transport provisions (PC109) are considered to provide sufficient protection of the road traffic safety
and adequately provide requirements for potential future access.

67.

The Urban Plan Changes propose to delete Scheduled Activity No. 28 and rezone the site LC. The LC
provides for the future development of the site consistent with the surrounding environment.

The

Scheduled Activity is not considered appropriate because it describes unenforceable conditions and the
Transport provisions will sufficiently address future access and traffic safety.
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Attachment 1: Whangarei Housing and Business Development
Capacity Assessment

https://kete.wdc.govt.nz/ws/cpolst/active/NPS%20Urban%20Development%
20Capacity%20(POLICY0130)/FINAL%20Whangarei%20HBA%20report_%20
29%20June%202018.pdf
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